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Poultry

One of the mOet instructive addresses
New Tork state institutes this
winter wm that of Mr. John Jeannin,
Jr., of West Sand Lake, Rensselaer
County, Ν. Y., on "Poultry for the
Farmer." What follows is in strong
contrast to the operations of Mr. Cartiss, described March 4. While in no
way contradicting what has been said
there, it will appeal to the average readers as better suited to their conditions,
particularly those who have had the
difficulties with incubators and brooders
that be cites. It certainly does appeal
to his bearers. He is a florist, gardener
and fruit grower; his poultry is aside
issue. Some years ago he went into the
business to interest bis only son, whom
he was anxious to retain on the farm.
They supposed the only way was with
the incubator and brooder. Rence they
sent for catalogues, and, influenced by
the glowing accounts found there of
poor widows lifted from poverty to affluence, they invested in a batching machine. The hatches were good. Thinking a greenhouse was an ideal place for
young chicks, they were put there. The
dampness and changing conditions soon
sent them the way of all the earth.
Then brooders were purchased. At the
end of the first year, in spite of disasters, they had cleared 80 cents a ben.
The next year, realizing the time and
care required by the brooders, a special
brooder bouse was put op. This was
heated by hot water pipes. It worked
well for the first hatch, but when the
second lot came on the heat necessary
was too high for the first lot, and trouble began, and this bouse was found to
be impractical. Again came the small
brooders. One of these burned up, with
fifty chicks in it; others were heated too
high and some chicks were roasted, but
for the table. In
nut quite enough
others tho lamp went out, for the same
reason as did those of the foolish virgins
in the parable, and uln the twilight,
cold and gray, lifeless, but beautiful,
they lay." This continued for five
In spite of various losses they
years.
had cleared as high as $1.35 a hen in a
favorable year. At the end of this time
his son left him, having found that his
talents lay in mechanics and not in poultry raising. Building incubators and
brooders was much more to bis taste
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NORWAY,

Within the last three days three ver»
pointed and pertinent questions have
been asked of me by Tribune subecrib^
Γ. SMITH,
ere.
They can ail be answered undei
I am therefore going to
one head.
Attorney at Law,
bunch them and answer them under the
MAINE.
one question: "Would you advise all
NORWAY,
Collections a Specialty. the farmers in this country to engage in
Home Block.
breeding on their farms only pure bred
registered animals?"
Λ PARK.
A brief answer would be, ««No. I
1 W°Uld DOt a<lvis« °°βAttorneys at Law.
MAINS.
enKa*e iD breeding
BRTHSL,
even one class of animals as a par*
Slier* C- Park.
Addison S. Herrick.
1 know this ®Dswer will
fall an a thunderclap on the ears of many
&
who read it, as 1 have long been urgina
J. H.
farmers to breed better animals and
AND
SURVEYORS.
ENGINEERS
CIVIL
have been a breeder of pure bred ani» High Street, South Paris, Maine.
mals. ] own some pure bred cattle and
Telephone 111-12.
sheep now, and the women of the house
have the ownership of one breed of
Map* end Plan* made to order.
fowls,
my part of the work being to furMaps of the timber lande and pocket maps of nish the feed and clean the henhouse for
for
sale.
each county
recreation. I am not smart enough to
(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
the
engage in breeding all animals on
farm pure and not make a failure of it
and I think I have ordinary
1 learned by experience that it takes a
good man to handle one breed of aniMe.
mals and keep them pure and growing
14 Main St.,
better all the time. If this is not done
numany breed will soon become a back
ber. 1 don't believe there is a progressof
ive, successful breeder of any kind
animals in the United States but will
to
*ay that he would to-day be ashamed
fair
go into the show ring on a county
ground with the class of animals he
showed ten years ago, and felt proud of,
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead t'»o. No breed of animals has as yet
reached perfection, and he who engages
and Iron.
in the business, thinkiug he has become
the owner of a first class herd or dock,
Telephone 134-11.
but feed them
nothiDK t0
π
well
and have buyers come with their
shekels and buy his surplus stock at big
). WALDO
prices, will soon learn by bitter experience that his shekels in the bank will be
growing less. The buyers who are
ready to pay big prices are much like
the proverbial hens' teeth.
Tempi# Street, rear Masonic Block,
There is also another side to it. Many
NORWAY. a farmer can so mate his animals as to
Telephone Connection.
produce good offspring. But there are
less than a score of farmers who can
H0LL13TER S
breed well and feed well where one
farmer can be found who can sell well.
A Busy Medietas for Baiy People.
It is an illustration of what I once heard
and
Renewed
Hsalth
CsUin
Vigor.
B:!ags
the head of a large department store say:
:c f r Constipation. Indigestion, Live 1
X
fool of a clerk can sell a lady a
ν
r»·
rvi-lii
Tr ubies, Pimples. Eczema, Impure "Any
salesman to
I.!
ft·. ! Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headaelie | calico dress, but it takes a
i Ba ·!μγ>ι». U'sR icky Mountain Tea in tab· sell her a eilk gown."
Ocnuia" made by
1··: f -τ·\ :>■ ο·*η(Λ a box.
To be plain about it, the breeding and
làte· Dsr > Compaxy, Madison, Wis.
Β
of pure bred stock, from chickens
selling
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE to horses, is a trade that baa to be learned; aud, like other trades, there must be
a natural adaptability the first thing,
and then there must be a constant study
of the business. To put pure bred stock
into the hands of every farmer would
of
mean a financial failure to nine out
into it,
every ten who put their money
for the simple reason that they are not
educated up to the requirements of the
business. Now, I hear distant murmurs
from readers of this, who are saying,
"What is that fellow trying to do, anynot
way'.'' Hold on, brethren, I am in
through yet. I want every farmer
this whole land to breed better animals
than forty-nine out of every fifty are
Their ecrub stock Is
now breeding.
in
not paying them to breed at all; and
ruinsome oases I know of it is actually
sure,iiig them financially—slowly, but
South Paris, Maine.
a change must be
I 'jr, all the same—and
I made. It takes a smart boy to graduate from a college in four years' time;
then he is just ready to begiu to learn
something conceruiug bis chosen profession; and a farmer who engages in
breeding pure bred animals needs
just as much as the boy.
Office Hour»—9 to 13—1 to 4.
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than feeding chickens or cleaning henhouses.
This left the father with a lot of fowls,
in addition to incubators and brooders,
on his hands, and no time to attend to
them, and no particular liking for the
business. Therefore, he sought and obtained another partner, who went back
to first principles, the old-fashioned
way, kith improved appliances. They
used a coop, in which they hatched
choice eggs. These are made of cheap
lumber. The coop proper is twenty
inches square, with a tight floor and
roof. A door in the rear allows for the
entrance of the ben; on the other side,
fastened to the coop, is a little yard, the
width of the coop and three feet long.
The sides are made from elate, through
which the little chicks can run out.
The top is covered with muslin. A
trapdoor opens into the yard. This is
raised or lowered by a rod attached to
it and extending to the outside. A box
filled with eartli or an upturned sod is
placed in the coop. In this are put
some tobacco stems and litter, and in it
the hens are set. They are by themselves, have the yard to feed and dust
in, and cannot well leave the nest. A
number of coops of sitting hens can be
cared for in this way at less expense
thaa can a like number of eggs in an incubator. After the chicks come out the
name coops are used, and can be scattered about as may be most convenient.
In this way a larger percentage of chicks
are raised than by artificial means, and
The infertile eggs are testat less cost.
ed out the same as in an incubator, and
are saved to mix with cornmeal and
milk to make a "johnny cake" for the
first feed of the young chicks. Later
they are fed a mixture of one hundred
pounds each of ground oats, bran and
middlings, with fifty pounds of both
cornmeal and beef scraps. This is fed
from voutb to old age. He uses the
cloth front house, and gives out, in the
form of a folder, plane and specifications
for a house for fifty hens, which are

bas!.
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Ely's Cream Balm
it

quickly

schooling

absorbed.

How shail he get it? Simple enough.
I.earn his business step by step, or book
It cleanses, soothes,
by bouk, just as the boy or girl goes
heals and protects
school
through the grades in his or hermale
tue diseased me 111·
to
work. Let him buy a pure bred
Irane resulting from
he
use as the sire of any class of stock
Catarrh and drives
it be horses or
may be breeding, unless
aw;4y a Cold in the
foi
possibly cattle, in which case he mayof s
fload quickly. Rea fe<fbe enabled to get the services
stores the Senses of
or bull that is pure
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drug- neighbor's stallion
of merit.
a
gists or by mail. Iu liquid form, 75 cents. bred and has high degree
That last sentence I want every farmEly Brothers, 54» Wwreu Street, New York.
merit!
merit,
of.
Merit,
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A pure bred eteinoo, ouu, mare, wai
is somerooster without individual merit
«
times a worse auimal to breed to tbao
xcrub, as bis purity of blood will stamf
hit
his poor qualities more forcibly on
offspring tbao will a scrub mougrel
in everj
There should be laws enacted
man
state in the union prohibiting any
from collecting service fees from anyand the
thing but a pure bred animal,
law ehould be doubly prohibitive in the
merit.
use of pure bred sires without
a little
Right here I want to digress
al
and say: The breeders of America
time—many of tbem, fron
the

present
standpoint—are foraakiqg man;
and
things truly useful for things fancy,little
too
some score cards aro paying
toe
attention to constitution and laying
on cows and
great stress on udders
»
markings of nose and switch. Many ii
ram or boar
truly valuable colt, calf, bas
not fancj
castrated because he
markings, though he has constitutior
and trae merit. It is that class of pur<
bred males that farmers can always buj
and
at a reasonable price from breeders,
and herdc
by using tbem in their flocks
value of them,
can double tbe productive
ink
As they do this, they bave gone
another grade higher up; then let then
reach another grade by using a purt
an
bred sire of tbe same breed (never
first sire
other breed) on theget-of the
ad
be
and again, and the farmer will
it
vanciog in his grades as he advances
knowledge. He will soon have monej
my

invest in a limited number of puri
bred females. Now, a word concerning
them: Never buy a poor one. Buy
two in
good one for 9200, rather than
Th<
ferior ones for tbe same money.
classei
all
same rule holds good through
a
rooster, b<
of animals. If you buy
hatched from wai
sure the egg he was
is mort
from a good laying ben. This
feather be ma;
important than the fancy
of his legs
have on his back or the color
when his mother didn't lay, perhaps
and mea
three dozen eggs. When eggs
as fancier
are looked after as carefully
be mor
look after feathers there will
to

eagerly
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It really wus h beautiful hat. big
and velvety and loaded with violets,
i:u*l Theodora's new calling gown was
of white broadcloth, and her hair wns
lust the right shade of yellow to set It
off, and the hat wns Just what she

needed to wear to the hospital tea.
"1 simply must have It!" said Theodora.
"I think you ure very foolish not to
buy It," remarked Cecilia Hay, who
was with her.
But Theodora resisted the temptation.
"I'll go home and count up my pen"I'm living on an
nies." she said.
allowance now. and last week I spent
everything I hnd for that Jeweled
buckle."
But Cecilia was not listening.
"I'm going back." she said, "and ask
Mme. Ashe to put that hat aside. If
you decide not to take It. I shall."

Theodora laughed.
"If you buy that hat first, Cecilia.
I'm your euumy forever."
Cecilia made a little grimace.
"Oh, you'd make up." she prophesied
confidently. "We've quarreled before.

Theo."
But si*· went back, nnd Mme. Ashe
agreed, smiling. "No one else shall see

It," she promised.

But two hours later, when Cynthia
Albrignt had tried on every hat In the
place, the complacent milliner brought
"It's as good as
out the violet beauty.
sold," she said, "but If neither of the
ladies takes It you may have It."
Cynthia tilted It over her eyes. "It's
η l»eauty," she sighed, "and Just what
1 want for the hospital tea. I'll come
In again tomorrow."
"No one else shall see It." madame

promised.

Mazle
school.
after
when,
But
Marchmont. having taught all day.
hurried Into the mlllluery shop Mme.
Ashe had gone to a belated lunch, aud
one of the languid young ladies who
served her customers unearthed the

Marie.
"It*suits you exactly." she eald.
stauding off aud surveying the pretty
violet bat and tried it

on

girl lu the shabby gown.
"Ob, but the price!" Mazle objected.
"1 simply can't afford It. Take it away.

It's too tempting." For she was think
Ing how it would brighten up her old
how she
crape afteruoou gowu and
would like to look her best with Jerry
Arnold home for the holidays and sure

to be at the hospital tea.
"Show me something cheaper," she
said, with a sigh. But, while the languid youug lady superciliously got out
toques in green and picture hate in
blue and tailored bate in brown, Marie's eyes went back to the velvet

beauty.

"It is the only thing that le really
becoming," she said, and she tried it
on again and noted the simplicity of
it, the curve of the brim against her
burnished hair and the way the violets
massed on the crown.
"But 1 can't have it," she said as she
took It off. "I'm sorry, but none of the
others suits."
As the languid young lady started to
put It back into the box there swept
into the shop a regal Individual, all rustle and perfume and glitter, and she
pounced at once on the violet hat, and
were

before Mazle had finished pinning on
her veil the hat was sold.
Wnen the regal individual had swept
out again Mazle said to the girl, "Oh,
just let me have one more look at it"
And the languid young lady, unbending graciously in the glow of a good
sale, smiled and said: "It*· much more
becoming to you. You are younger

taken.
The eggs and surplus poultry are sold
The price is a
at the door to a retailer.
cent or two more a dozen or pound than
the market price. All the grain is purchased at retail, and everything from
the place which fowls eat is charged
against them at market prices. Under and
prettier."
the last method the net profit has been
Mazle laughed and blushed, and sud$2 a hen on a flock of two hundred. He
takes delight in saying that he attributes denly her eyes were lighted by an
his success not to anything he has done, Idea, and she rushed out of the shop
but to his partner, who is his wife.— and Into a big department store, and
Tribune Farmer.
the next hour was spent in buying
velvet and a hat frame and violets.
At 5 o'clock she hurried to Cecilia
Balanced Ration for Milk Cows.
In Kme to meet Theodora and
W. D. B., Pulaski, Ν. Y., writes: Ray'e
Will Dr. Smead please give me a balanc- Cynthia, who, with Mazie aud Cecilia,
ed ration for milk cows of about 1,000 were to serve on Mrs. Kay's table at
pounds weight? I have to buy all my the hospital tea.
feed. Wheat feed, cotton and oil meal,
Cecilia took them Into her own luxcornmeal, etc., are available with us. urious sitting room, and they had tea
have
I
flesh.
in
are
good
cows
good
My
and muffins In the glow of pink canmixed timothy and clover bay, but no
dles.
ensilage.
"Aud, now, what shall we wear?"
With tiraotby and clover hay as roughI
be quite Cynthia asked.
age, your grain feeds need to
"Our very beetest," said Cecilia.
largely of the protein order. Thus,
cornmeal cannot be used to any large
"My besteet Isn't much." said Mazle
from
of
all
feeds
kinds,
1 extent. Wheat
bravely. "I've made over my mauve
wheat bran up or down, are above in
and put some touches of gold on
in crape
price what tbey are actually worthare
It, and It doesn't look bad, but It isn't
but
are
value.
good,
They
feeding
Hue by any means."
overestimated in value in feeding to a
Cyuthla smiled at her. "You are
dairy cow. Cottonseed can't be safely
fed without it is fed with a laxative prettier than auy of us, Mazle Marchfood, like ensilage, or mixed with lin- mont." she said, "so you needn't worseed oil meal, which, if we mix equally, ry."
overcomes that to an extent, allowing
Mazle smiled at them lovingly. That
that the cottonseed meal is fresh ground wns the dear thlug about these three
and free from fungous growths that derich frlend3 cf hers In the days of
velop in cottonseeds sometimes. Old
since her father's death—she
black cottonseed is never safe to feed at poverty
left out of any of their
all. Bnt even allowing it to be of the lied never been
best quality, when mixed with the lin· pleasures.
rneoaora
"Shall we wear tints.'
the mixture 1s quite too concentratI Heed,
ed and rich in protein to feed safely only asked.
and
more
bulky
when mixed with foods
"Of course." sold Cynthia.
rich in protein, like wheat bran,
Ar.d then there was dead silence.
I less
brewdried
with
or
equally by weight
For o:vh girl was thinking of that
ers' Krai lis. Therefore, situated as you
linseed vtulct lint—Theodora how It would
that
advise
buy
you
I
should
are,
her white broadcloth. Cecilia
oil meal and mix equally by weight with j>erfert
her best. Cynthia
the wheat brau, and feed about three- fczlly anxious to look
a reveling somewhat conceitedly In the
fourths of a pound of the mixture to
hundred pound weight of .corn every effect her high bred loveliness ^eonld
It
twenty-four hours in two feeds. are have on certain haughty Harvard seamight be cheaper for yon as youfeeds lers, Mazle seeing herself beautiful In
situated to buy some of the mixed
Jerry Arnold's eyes.
that are standard feeds, like the banner
Pr-scntly Theodora went on somean honest
be
to
know
I
which
dairy feed,
what hurriedly. "I shall have to buy «
feed and cheap for the protein it contain*.—C. D. Smead, V. S., in Tribune new one."
"So shall 1." said Cecil».
Farmer.

|

business than
money in the chicken
a time, bu
Feathers will sell birds for
have their day ver;
eggs and meat will
or I am oi
soon with the general public,
the lines indicate
my base. It is along
will b
that the livestock of this country

"It's

now

Hectoi
built up.—C. D. Smead, V. S.,
Ν. Y., in Tribune Parmer.

tucke
A few car loads of cabbages
will yet becom
away iu proper storage
man
recognized as a paying venture for was
Recently there
a Maine farmer.
ι
pressing demand for old crop cabbage
75 t
150 to $58 per ton, and from 1*2value
13.00 per barrel. At present high
1
for potatoes the cabbage proposition
The cl I*
two to one better than spuds.
favorabl *
mate of Maine ie particularly
in prim
to holding fruits and vegetable·
e
condition for a late market and cabbag α
mea
at prices approaching those named
e
money to the producer.—Mail

oi
There
the Oxford County Fruit Growers' Assosomeciation on Wednesday, March 24,
thing io
thing different from the usual
native apples. Previous to the meeting
A. K. Jackson called at the Democrat
It Is be
to show the

specimen.

on a native seedling tree,
io
of three which were on tb) tree
its first year of bearing, and was raised
of Paris,
on the farm of Nathan Maxim
an
In shape, color and size it resembles
Alexander, being twelve inches in girtl
ol
when picked from the tree, and one
the others was even larger.

apple grown

one

The World's Record Cow.

ι
A world's record yield of milk by
has beet
cow for seven consecutive days
Sta
made at the Amherst Experiment
be
big
tion by Pontiac Gladi, a Holstein,
Tuner.
F
Fred
longing to the herd owned by
of Brockton, Mass. Dnring th<
Field
β
the cow yleldec
The house committee on agrlcultui
seven days of the test
t
of milk, from which 81.94
at Washington baa practically agreed
661.2
pounds
bi 1
of butter were obtained. Th<
include in ita annual appropriation
exterminate a pounds per cent of fat was 4.06. To in
an item of 9300,000 for
average
ι
in Coi
the gypsy and brown-tail moths
! sure correctness of figures, the oow wa
statei ,
watch continuously night ani I
necticut and other New England
nnder
o?er tl 4
This is m increase of 960,000
day.
appropriation for this year.

an

awful

bore."

Cynthia

drawled, 'but 1 shall have to get

Large Native Apple.
was exhibited at the meeting

A

office

Democrat.

Oxford

The

a

too."
But Mnzte Marchmont said nothing,
*nd that ulght when she went home
ihe kissed her mother and Inquired.
"Did the things come from the store,
Hew one

j

mother, dear?"

And mother dear answered, "Yea, but
wli t In the world, Made?" and Maxle
'·· il and
said, "I'm going to trim
.! up Cecllln and aaked In an awhat?'
... u.;:c, -'Did you buy that
1
Cet'lUu retorted: "Of course not

wouldn't do such a mean trick."
"Well, of all tblngal" aald

And so, when the day of the hospital
lace
tea arrived, Cynthia wore a white
with
picture hat. and Cecilia's was rosy
and Theodora was charm-

pink plumes,
lug lu a pule

blue one with an algret.
Mazle was late. "Poor little thlngP
said Cecilia. "It's too bad she can't
things like the rest of ua."
have

pretty

'i lore her for her Independence,"
said Cynthia. "She Is so dear and contested and wcouiDlfLlnhig. But every·

i:

Their Midnight:;

Meeting.

hat.
! By GEORGE HAMPDON. ; !
"And that." murmured Theodora, "la
►
• >
Copyrighted, 1909, by Aasocl&ted *
the creature who bought my hat"
Literary Preaa.
\[
to
tried
the"
hat
I
was
It
"Why.
buy," said Cynthia.
She waited uutll tbe bouse had
"Well, of all the things Γ said Cecilia
the
Ray. "It's Mazle Marchmont!"
grown still, and then, slipping from
They watched her triumphant prog- bed where, wakeful and restless, she
ress through the rooms, and when she
Had been tossing for an hour, she procame up to them Jerry Arnold was In
ceeded cautiously to the stair· and
her train.
down to the library floor.
did
"Where
on
her.
They pounced
Her acquaintance with the house
you get that hat?" they demanded.
back only as far as the day bedated
for
Mazle
moment
hesitated,
For a
she received the telegram
when
fore,
her
was
at
fastidious Jerry Arnold
announcing the death of her uncle,
elbow.
Pel ham.
"I made It myself," she confessed at Grover
Dreading a stumble over an unchartlast sturdily.
she exercised the
"What?" they gasped in consort. ed piece of furniture,
As she parted the porutmost care.
at
one
the
like
is
it
exactly
"Why.
tieres of the library door she became
Mme. Ashe's."
another presence.
"1'hat was sold." Mazle told them, conscious of
Waiting until her eyes accustomed
**to a gorgeous lady who smacked of
themselves to the darkness, she made
the stage."
of a figure
"Who saw it sold ?" Cecilia de- out the fniu.LMt '.uggestlon
kneeling at the other side of the room,
manded.
and a bey turning in an inner lock of
"I >aw it so.
the safe explained the situation well
With heart full of woe,"

chanted Mazle and flashed a glance at
Jerry Arnold.
He suilled back at her. "Who ever

heard of a schoolteacher trimming a
hat ?"
"Behold the scholarly result," and
Mn/.le made an elaborate courtesy.
Then they all laughed so gayly that
a half dozen bored Harvard seniors
came over at once and asked for tea.
In the hubbub thnt followed Jerry

said to Mazle.
"I wish you would give me the right
to buy all of your bate, Mazle."
Mazle opened her eyes very wide
and asked, "Are you asking me to
marry you right here in this crowd.

Jerry?"
Jerry flung up bis bead, and his eyes

shone. "I'll shout it from the housetops if you'll let me."
"Little boy," Mazle's voice was
steudy. but her heart was beating violently. "what would you do with α
wife? You haven't finished college."
"But this Is my senior year," he asserted. "nud after that my money Is

my own, and If 1 want to buy your
bats for the rest of my days it's nobody's affair but mine."
"And mine," Mazle reminded him a·
some one came up for more tea.
"Look here." be whispered as she

dangled her tea ball over a pale green
cup, "can't you slip behind that Japanese screen presently, where we can
become engaged decently and in or-

der?"
Half an hour later, when Cynthia
asked, "Where's Mazle?" Cecilia point-

ed to the screen.
"She's over there with Jerry Arnold," she said. "I can just see the
top of the violet hat."

When Lincoln Died.
Terrible as wus the tragedy of that
April night, it is still true that Lincoln
may have died at the right time for
He had conhis imperishable fame.
ducted an immense nation through the

most tremendous civil war ever waged
and never committed a single serious
He did not possess Hsmilmistake.
tou's brilliant genius, but Hamilton
never saw the future more sagaciously. lie made no pretensions to Daniel
Webster's magnetic oratory, but Webcter never put more truth In oratorical
He posform fcr popular guidance.
sessed Benjamin Franklin's Immense
common sense, and that twenty line

the battlefield of Gettyshi^h water mark of American sententious eloquence. It is fitting
that after such a career his own life
should be the last to be lost in that
stupendous struggle. He had called
over 200.U00 heroes to lay down their
lives, and then his own life was laid
down beside the humblest private soladdress on
burg is the

dier or drummer boy of Gettysburg or
Chlckamauga.—Rev. Dr. T. L. Cuyler
In Homlletlc Review.
A Good Character.
They were trying an Irishman charged with a petty offense In an Oklahoma town when the Judge asked:
"Have you any oue in court who will

vouch for your good character?"
"Yis, your honor," quickly responded
the Celt. "There's the sheriff there."
Whereupon the sheriff evinced signs
of great amazement.
"Why. your honor." he declared, "I

don't even know the man."
"Observe, your honor." said the Irishman triumphantly—"observe that I've
lived in the county for over twelve
years an' the sheriff doesn't know me
yltl Ain't that a character for ye?"—
Kansas City Star.

Horn·, 8weet Horn·.
The old man sat on the park seat,
rivers of tears flooding his clothes. A
sympathetic passerby, noting the high
tide, stopped and asked If he were ill.
"Yes, sir," said the sorrowing old
fellow. "I've jest 'nd bad news from

;

enough.
Miss Morley remembered that the

electric light button was close to where
As one hand straightened
she stood
out horizontally toward the Intruder
she flashed on the light with the other.
The burglar turned with a whirl and
wilted before the eloquence of the
outstretched revolver and Miss Mor

ley's dominating pose.
"Who are you?" the burglar demanded sullenly, peering Intently in his effort to recognize the figure almost
wholly envelope] by the curtains.
A guest here,' Mise Morley returned, with a curious interest In so much
—or so little—of the burglar's face as
the mask permitted her to see. ''Who
you. and what are you dolug in
Mr. Pel ham's eafe?"
"Just taking the dimensions to fill It
up with stocks and bonds as η surprise party for his heirs." was the ear
castic response.
Ah! \ ou know the old gentleman
is dead, then?" Miss Morley asked.
"Yes. praise be! And if you had
minded your own business I would
ha\e managed a nice little squaring of
accounts with him."
"What did he ever do to you?" Miss
Morley demanded, a little resentment
In her voice as she let the curtains fall

are

away and stood forward in all her gracious charui before the disguised intruder.
Instead of answering, the burglar
as the light fell full upon her, dropped
back a pace In manifest surprise. She
waited, and in his turn he startled lier.
"Helen Morley!" was nil be said, in
the quiet tones of one who is toη great
iy astonished to give way to emotion.
Seeming then to understand the folly
of a mask, he removed It and crumpled It into his pocket. The two faced

each other in silence.
The man and the girl had looked for
ward once to a life together He was
cashier of a bank until some funds
went wrong and the law sent him to
After tbnt he
prison for Ave years,
never came back to her. though she
heard of him drifting about I he coun-

try.

"John Gorham! And this is the way
you come back!" the girl Just whisper"What—whal did be ever do to
ed.
you?" she demanded again mechan-

ically and

as

though she

were

gaining

time.
"I—I never took that money," Gotham declared. "Grover Pelham bated
me because my mother did not care
for him as he had wished. It was he

who managed my undoing—to punish
You didn't
my dead father, he said.
know that?'.'
The re
The girl shook her beud.
volver hand dropped down upon the
table, and she half averted her face

and feverish eyes.
"1 was not imblttered at first," Gorham went on, "even though I spent so
long a time lu prison. 1 began life

again until Pelham found It out.
Then It seemed as If every Tom, Dick
and Harry had learued my story and
over
was being paid to tell it over and
over

you
this old home of yours, my friend?"
"Up at the Joli, sir," replied the old
"It seems very hard. I've lived
man.
there five and twenty years."—Loudon

Optul6n.

How to Mak· a Cup of Coooa.
Take a tablcspoonful of cocoa and
put it in a tin cup. Add one teaspoon
fui of granulated sugar and one tablespoonful of boiling water. Mix well,
so thnt there will not be any lumps ol

Pour a little less than onehalf pint of milk into a saucepan and
cook It, stirring all the time, until
It Is scalded—that le. unjil a film
forms on it and it begins to bubble a
Stir the cocoa mixture into
little.
this and cook until it bolls up.—Decocoa.

lineator.

Buaintaalik·.

The Beloved One—You object tc
Horace because he's not businesslike
Stern Parent—Certainly; he's only aftBeloved On<
er you for your money.
—Well, pa, doesn't that prove he'«
ent.

Not a Matter of Chanc·.
The Vicar—Is it true, Samuel, thai
[
your father allows games of chance t<
be played In your house? The BoyThere nin't no chance about It, mr

they

all cheats!—London

Opinion.

Where there Is much pretensloi 1
much has been borrowed; nature nere

preteadi.—Lavater.

her for h moment as though he were
fearful of some unfnthomed and cruel
humor. He had let himself drop down
In α huddled heap beside the safe.
Now be lifted blinself upright and
wan about to advance a step when she
stayed him with uplifted hand.
"Helen." lie Implored, "will you,
after all I hnve been through—will you
literally cast your fortunes with me?
I promise that you shall never have
occasion again to be ashamed of me."
"No, no!" the girl besought with a
haste almost hysterical. "'We'll draw
up α compact to go Into partnership of
We have saved each other
friends.
from a crime, and we will stand by
each other, and we'll strike this off the
minutes before we adjourn. How say

death I decided to come around and
clean out his safe. I thought I would
keep on at that business until I had a
competence; then 1 could retire and
live the Independent life possible of a

I man

of meane.

a

•nd my mother In his will. It distressed me so tbat I could not sleep.
"I cauie down here to see for myself,
nnd If It were true that we had been
left to the same old miserable struggle
with poverty I—oh. I don't know what
I might have done. I am sure I meant
to steal If I found auythlng to steal I
wouldn't much care for myself, but

mother"—
The girl bad almost reached theDolot
of tears when, with a sudden effort,
she rouml herself ami turned\toward
the burglar, who stood Impassively
waiting for developments.
"Like yourself," tbe girl boldly admitted. "I mentit to fall back on this
Yon got there first
safe for help.
Now I can send you back to Jail, but
I don't know," she mased, as If In
doubt.
"My conscience would never
le clear If I sent you to prison for getting up earlier than I did myself."
The burglar looked up with a light of
grim sympathy In his eyes as tbe girl
fingered the revolver. He did not Mem
to be dismayed by the heartleMoeas
she evinced.

"Yet It seems to me," Miss Morley
suddenly announced, facing the burglar squarely and with a little color,
"tbat you and I are a pair of weakkneed cry-babies. We have experlenced a few of the world's bitterly dlsappointed experiences, and we both
whine. Don't you suppose that—that
we could help each other to stand and
stick It out-pool our courage, so to

speak?"

Wonderlngly the burglar looked at

!:

*

only

mixing this feast with the ordinary
The chief celebraChristmas Tevels.
tion of the feast of fools fell upon Innocents' day. but the whole revels lasted from Christmas to the last day of
Epiphany. The young people generally
elected η lender, who went by one of
the names quoted, und be was consecrated with many grotesque and ridlc
ulous ceremonies.

Standard.

HER MISTAKE.
Th· Way It Waa Explained to Har by
tha Clumiy Man.
Owing to the fuct that the car lurched suddenly as he was pnssiug along

Bronson was deprived of
his balance, with the result that in
attempting to save himself from falling he clutched one of the shoulders
of a handsome woman who hud succeeded in getting a seat. Moreover,
he knocked her beautiful hat awry
and with great difficulty avoided stepAs he succeeded in
on her toes.
the

aisle

ping

recovering his equilibrium the lady
turned toward him mid said:
"You coutemptiblc pup! I wish you
to understand that I am not a lamppost or a piece of furniture to be
cluug to for support. You ought to
You have no
ride in a c:ttt!e train.
right to crowd in where you can tear
other people to pieces with your big,
You pitiful clown!
awkward hands.
You ought to be thrown out Into the
street. You are not fit to l»e ailowed
to go where you are likely to interfere with the comfort of refined peoYou unmannerly bumpkin! You
deserve to he"—
"Excuse me, madam," Bronson managed to say, "you have made a mis-

ple.

take."
"A mlvtnke!" the hdy demanded,
her eyes flashing with wrath. "What
do yon menu'/"
"I am not your husband."—Chicago

Record-Herald.

Ill Bred Scenery.
"Mamma, the scenery abroad must
be very ill bred."
"Scenery ill bred, child! What do

you mean?"
"This book on Alpine climbing says,
terrible
Ά
abyss yawned before
n
them Γ
She Knew Them.

Dubley—She was braggln'about
how successful lier dinner party was.
Miss

month." the pretty widow ob"You've never even seen the

ers.

"ijwMes," he exclaimed triumphantly,
"I pick this child as the prettiest of
all!"
"Ob. you dear, dear man!" whispered
the hostess, taking the baby Into her
arms and kissing hi m energetically.
But Harton did not answer until all
the other mothers had gone. Then he
eaid the thing most natural.
"Don't you thlnl·· your boy might be
taught to say 'papa?"' he asked with
more sincerity than humor In hie voice.

The man nodded.
"But how am I to share your love
for the child# how am I ever to meet
him—if you don't give me the chance?"
"I call In the evening
he demanded
and the nurse Is Just putting him to

'Terbaps so," replied Mrs. Kenton,
smiling happily. "Come, Henry," she
coaxed, "say 'papa' for mammi, won't

bed. I stop by in the afternoon, and
out for η
you and Henry have gone
ride.

you?"

But Henry only cooed "Jam-Jim·
tnam-ma-Jiml"

"Something always happens to keep
I've about
Henry out of my sight
a
come to believe that he Is a myf.i.
prattling phantom that willfully eludes

THE MISSING MISSIVE

One Romance of Uncle Sam'· Dead
me."
Letter Office.
"How can you, Mr. Barton, use the
when speaking of
word •prattling'
Something like 2,000,000 letters anHenry?" she demanded, trying to keep nually fall of delivery In the United
"The little dear doesn't States owing to lnsutllcient postage or
a serious ta··»*
incorrect addresses. The dead letter
prattle—he talks!"
"I hardly otilce at Washington employs a large
"Indeed?" lie exclaimed
force of clerks to handle these. The
thought he whs old enough to"—
he's old enough." sli;· Inthat have been received at

"Certainly

j

packages

•"II»· ran say 'mamma' Just the dead letter otlice have contained
beautifully, and at present I'm concen- false teeth, glass eyes, brass keys aud
trating my energies ou getting lilin to thousands of other things that one
and 'nursie' utul Would never expect to tind in the
eay 'dear mamma'
other necessary words."
mails.
»>ver
The light of Inspiration Hashed
It would be Interesting to know bow
James Barton's face.
many engagements have been broken,
"Why don't you teach him my bow many friends have been estrangname?" lie asked eagerly. "It's w:\. ed. bow many fond hearts have not
easy—just Jim, you know. Theu v/hr.i been reunited, how many deals have
we'll
fallen through, how much money has
Henry and I do «et acquainted
start on terms of friendship wilho;:; been lost and bow many quarrels have
been prevented by letters that never
any preliminaries!"
"Oh. what au idea!" she cooed came.
of course Henry shall he taught
romance was revealed at
Λ

terrupted.

"Why.
say—Jim."

pretty

to

"

The Abbot of Fool·.
The abbot of fools, who was also
known In different parts as the archbishop or bishop of fools, the abbot of
misrule, the lord of misrule, the master of unreason and L'Abbe de Liesse,
was the person who used to superintend the saturnalia which were common In different parte of Europe from
the fifth to the sixteenth century. The
feast of fools was an Imitation of the
heathen saturnalia and, like this, was
celebrated In December; hence the confusion of ideas which has arisen In

« >

rest of the family!"
"You mean Henry?" he said.
"Of course I mean Henry!" she ex"Who else could 1 mean?
claimed.
The very Idea of your starting to proever
pose to me. Mr. Barton, without
having seen Ileury. The man who
loves me must love him too. lie must
think that Henry is the handsomest,
tluest little fellow in the world.
"Oh. you don't realize what such a
baby as Henry means to a young
mother. II»; is her Joy, her botye, lier
life. Mr. Rarton. The man she loves
feelings about bei
must share h v
child. You understand, don't you?"

"1 pray he will come back again to
"It may be a long
while to wait until he can. but poverty und disgrace—nothing matters If
only we may have some happiness at
last, even the happiness that is nearly

very good.

η

jected.

me." she breathed.

were

the prize."
He reached out his arms toward the
child, when a voice behind stopped
him.
"J I m-.l u m -Ju m-JI m—ma-ma !"
It was certainly bis name as plain ai
accents could pet It. He turned to behold a lively tot pawing the air with
bis chubby bands.
"Jlm-Jum-tua-ma!" the baby cried,
delighted at being noticed.
Wltb one swoop Barton grabbed the
child, for the lirst glance told hlra be·
voiid doubt that ibis was Mrs. KenWith the youngster In hie
ton's It.by
arms be tushed down the stairs and
hro!;f» In upon the startled young moth-

1!

Mrs. Kenton repulsed bis seriousness
with η flirtatious laugh.
"Let's see! Why, you've known tne

order.

happiness that

V
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At the moment of passing
ry door.
out he turned and looked at her once
again. Neither spoke, and she hardly
seemed to know the exact instant of
his leaving. She thought he was surely gone, however, when he stepped

toward her room.
"He Is coming back when he can
honestly take care of me." she told
herself Joyfully, "and all of Uncle
Grover*s money Is willed to hi in In
compensation for all he has suffered.
He will soon be back for me."
She could not sleep any better even
had given
now, but the restlessness
place to a peace of mind and a perfect

< »

« »

——

►

But now-nothing but your promise.
and then-go!"
He looked at her steadily while he
breathed once or twice. It seemed as
if he would defy her and take her to
himself lu spite of what she might do,
but finally he turned to the open libra-

all hardship
She hud the will in her hands, und,
In spite of herself, she opened and read
It. Before she finished she stood erect
In her excitement. Folding the paper,
she placed It In the safe and closed
the Iron door. Then she turned back

By LITTELL M'CLUNC.

!

"And if the light be a good one?"
Gorhnm asked softly. "Will you have
confidence tbeu in me? Oh, heaven!"
With a resolute movement he stepped forward to touch her. Hitherto
her manner had been half playful, half
Ironical, but It was altogether to hide
With an effort
her deeper feelings.
that brought her figure splendidly
erect she warded him off.
"No, no. no!" she commanded. "Not
No: but promise me,
here and now.
John, promise me here and now, that
you and I part tonight members of a
compact to fight the fight of righteousness, no matter how hard It may be.
If—If—If you cure to see me," she faltered, "you will know how to find me.

back into the room.
"Helen," he began, and she knew
that he would have his question answered. "when I can come back to you
able honestly to take care of you, may
I—come?"
He heard her softly speak her answer, and with a gesture of gladness
he was gone certainly this time.
The safe was still open, and some of
the papers lay as the burglar had dropped them. Helen turned to these and
began restoring them to their former

of a certainty tbnt delicate, finely chiseled lit tie nose was very like the nos·
of Mrs. Kenton
"Ilere's where I win band* down!"
be breathed, stifling bis conscience. "I
don't care a rap whether this chap la
really the best looking or not—he get*

I Baby Cupid, f

you?"

again.
England. Scotland, France und Ger"1 simply bad to give up trying to many all practiced these wild saturnaP.osldes, 1 had lia, and it was with great difficulty
earn a living that way.
been circumstantially taught to be- that they were finally abolished. The
lieve that you had lost all I'altb In ine. abbot was not responsible for any trick
That was easy to believe." he added iu or practical Joke played on the rest of
a
a hard tone, "since 1 never received
the community by his orders, and the
victims had simply to "grin and bear
letter from you."
"The letters were written," she told It" In the temple (law headquarters,
London) the office of the lord of mishim quickly, "many a one."
"More of Pelham's work, then," Gor- rule seems to have been a coveted one.
ham ventured. "But I had given up. for we read that It was only given to
When I heard of the old gentleman's young men of good family.—London

burglar conclui'.cd. "except tbat it wns
pity for you to stumble ou to tbe lust
chapter. That's tbe way a girl reads α
\>me. The 'ouse that 'as sheltered me story, though."
The girl comprehended from bb manfor years Is to be torn down, and I
he would make no advances,
'aven't a penny to my name to stop It. ner that
that be would not even presume upon
Everybody will Ί>β turned out, and
their one time friendship.
goodness knows what'll 'appen to 'em!"
"It Is strange to And you here," she
"Poor soul!" said the sympathetic
on the said; "It Is strange to be here myself.
a
bestowing
penny
passerby,
that my uncle had
sad old man. "That isn't much, but I learned yesterday
And where Is made little or no provision for myself
arc welcome to It.

Independ
Cecilia businesslike?—Kansas City

Ray.
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b< dy I» so tirofised up t< day that I nm
half afraid to see her lu her old"—
her.
Theodora
But
Interrupted
"Look," she gasped. "look!" And, following the direction of her eye·, they
saw coming townrd them down the
length of the luxurious room the Yiolet

···

: just nt that moment Theodora

TÛESDAY,

j

the dead left r ofilce the other day
when a young woman called there to
cce If a wrongfully addressed letter
It bad, and she
bad been received.
"I heard that
was greatly relieved.
Jack was untrue," she said, "aud

thrill Hie
ΒηγΙοιι noticed with
blush thut tinged her cheek even a··
her tongue hcsltatid at ihe name.
"Well, when shall 1 see him?" lie
a

asked. "Let me make an engagement
with you and Ileury."
"Let me see this Is the -Jth. Isn't
"Well, on the 1st
it?" she mused.
of next month, in the afternoon, the
—the Young Mothers' club meets ai
my bouse. You can come around then

wrote him breaking our engagement.
The day after I wrote I found out that
I was wrong.
My heart was almost
broken, liut Jack kept rltrlit on coming
to see mo and never mentioned the letI began to think I must have
ter.

Ileury will be
and have ten with us.
wearing hi sbest frock in your honor.'
"Fine and dandy!" declared Barton
"I'll
as he lifted his hat lu farewell.
be on hand, Mrs. Kenton, you may be

misdirected It and Ihd that I did.

It
Now be will
h v.· been fi le.
never know."-St. 1'aul Pioneer Press.
must

ALL THE WAY ROUND.

sure."
On the

eventful afternoon Barton
came, as he had said, a smile of contidence lighting his face—a smile thai,
alas, faded as ijulekly as the blush ol

An Odd Sort of Dinner and the Reaeon of It.
Lord Polîcemmet. a Scottish lord of
session, usually retired to his country
residence during the part of the year
when the court does no business.

debutante.
Mrs. Kenton greeted lilm with a
warm hand clasp, and tlic uer.t mo
ment he found himself lu a drawing
He
room tilled with young women.
was the only man in sight, and his
knees trembled as the rapid tire introa

Idle from a similar cause,
went to shoot, and, happening to pass
Lord P.'s property, he met his lordship, who politely Invited John to take,
or. as he said, to talc', a family dinner
with himself, bis wife and daughter.
John accepted the invitation, and
they all assembled Ht the hour of dinner. There was a Joint of roasted veal

equally

ductions began.
But he faced, like a hero, the chorus
of "Oh!" "De4lgBted!"and "How charm
lng!" and came through with face un
flushed
Tea was served and the meeting
gave promise of passing olï pleasantly
But the blow fell when the
enough
president, a middle aged woman with
a twinkle of humor lu her eye, arose
for the first formal announcement.
"Ladies," she uald mildly, "several
of us. as is our custom, have brought
our children with us—the proper thing
for young mothers to do. These chil-

at the head of the taMe aud stewed
veil at the bottom, veal soup In the
middle, calf's head on one side of the
soup and veal cutlets on the other,
eaifs foot jelly between the soup and
roast veal nr.d calf's brains between
the stewed veal and the soup.
"Noo," said his lordship In his own
blunt way. "Mr. Ila^rt. you may very
likely think this an <M sort of dinner,
no wonder when you hear the
but

aj you are aware, are upstairs
in care of two of our most loyal moth

dren.

ye'll

We keep nae company,
of It.
Mr. Hagart. and my daughter here caters fer our taUe. The way we «Ιο Is
Just this: We kill a beast, as It were,
at
today, and we Just begin lo ccok It
one «He of the head, travel down that
side, turn the tail and Just ganç back
again by the other side to where we

cause

ers.

"Each of us has listened with patience, be It said, to praises of another's prodigy. But now we are prepared to learn the truth. There is a gen
tlemnn In our midst. Ile shall see the
children and make formal report to us
as to which Is the prettiestI"
Barton's heart went right down Intc
his patent leathers as he turned upon
Mrs. Kenton with η look of unforgiv-

began."

THÊ CLERMONT.

ing reproach
"Really, I didn't do It!" she whls
pered. "It's one of the surprises the
club always springs on the hostess'pon my soul It Is!"
There was uo doubting the slucerity
of her tone, aud Barton, summoning

by Steamboat Fron·
New York to Albany.
the e::aot day is :t
In August, IS.
matter of dispute- t!»e steamboat
mont made the lirst passage by stern
;from New Voik to Albany. The dl
tnnee, somewhat less than 150 mile·*,
a
was covered in thirty-two liours,
record balled as a triumph In speed,
the passage between
for
First

Ills aid every fiber of his courage,
to protest. The »|ui< k eyed presl
dent divîred his Intention, and sh(
gave him no chance to utter a word.
"The young gentleman may wish to
protest that he Is not a good Judge of
children." she declared, "but we cannot listen to Lira. We all feel sure thai
he Is a man of judgment and courage
and that he will do what we ask «1
to

rose

him."
*

A.

.■»«·<

..,,,11.

U

tvorn

:ιιιιηηΐνία<Ηΐ

Passage

previously

the two cities averaged four days.
Robert Fulton had experimented
with steam several years, but the t'lermont was the lirst boat he constructed
As he could not get
on a large scale.
the engine he wanted In this country
The
he ordered one from England.
Clermont was so reconstructed In the
following winter that It gave more
commodious accommodations to travelers, and the year 180S, which was
the first year of regular travel by
steamlHiat. Fulton made It a point to

:18 fl

Bar
dozen liratls nodded approval.
Ion's eye flashed, for the humor of the
situation had u< t appeal, d to hiui
"I shall not protest, ladles." he Raid
"On th<
with quiet determination.
contrary. I shall In» very glad to pit h
out the prettiest baby for you. And
furthermore, I am prepared to face th<
be!'
conséquences, whatever they may
The president smiled and appointed c
committee to escort Barton to the nura

Soon be was the center of sh
contented Infnnts, who were toddllnj
and crawling about over the floor It

ery.

of two guardian mothers.
,
The impromptu nurses were sworn t<
a lonj
secrecy, and Barton was gfven
blue ribbon to tie on t!:c arm of tin
he thought the prettleet Thet
care

baby

l:e was left alone with the Infants.
F'o realized full well that, while It al !
joke with the mother»
might I e a
t
for him It «vus nl«>ut the ηιοκί Merloni
moment of his life.
"If I ir.Iss glvl-g this ribbon to Betl
Kenton's baby the chances are shc'l I
to me again," be mul
never

ejvnk

"I know hers Is the prettiest
tercd
but h»w under the Run η m I to knov
whkb is hers? Babies all look prett; f
::n:vh alike to me!"
With thr s!lp of ribbon clutched be
!
tween Ills trembling fingers he begu
to scan Intently, hopefully, one by on<
the faces of the babies. Ile found η
distinguishing marks on the first thre<
but at the fourth be hesitated, and hi

Hagart, the Scottish advocate,

John

j

start his boat precisely on scheduled
time. Curiously enough, a portion of
the public complained of this. It was
not until well along in the summer
that travelers got accustomed to It.
Previously boats had been held for
two hours at the re |U<v»t of passengers who weren't ready. Fulton's jurseverance won publie approval bef.-re
the season clostd.—Anaconda Standard.

Cleared His Doubt·.
known English gentleman
engaged a tall and powerful highlander to act as gamekeeper on his esfate. 11avinu Itcen a considerable time
A

well

his post and not having caught
any poachers, the gentleman suspected his gamekeeper of carelessness.
So one dark nliht he disguised himself and went out with a gun to poach
He had fired only
on Ills own ground.
one or two shots when he was sudand
denly pounced upon from behind
his gu'i wrenched away. Then kicks
and blows were showered upon him
until he fell down half Insensible,
The hlghlander then walked away
at

quietly, and when the gentleman reShe said it wound up "with great
covered sufficiently he crawled home
What's "eclaw" anyway?
eclaw."
and took to hie bed for two weeks.
was
breath came faster.
Miss Mugley—Why, I guess that
He bis now no doubts as ta whether
Surely those large. Inquiring blu e the man cau perform his duty or not
the dessert. Didn't you never eat a
tree were the eve· of Mrs. Keutou. au j
thocolate eclaw?—Catholic Standard.
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ATWOOD

Editor* aad

Parla HUL

FORBES,

First Biptlct Church, Ββν. β. W. F. HI1, pasPrvi- hlog every Sunday U 10:45 A. *.
tor.
Sunday School at li Sabbath evening service
at 7 :**.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the l»t Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

Proprietor·.

UBOKOK M. ATWOOD.

A. E. rOKBBS.

Tuuu
*1 JO « year If paid strictly In advance.
(Jtherwlne $2AO a year. Single copie· 4 cento.

New» ha· been receded of the birth of
All legal advertisement· ft sod to Mr. and Mrs. Jaraee H. Brooks,
ADvutTMnrurrs:
are «iven three con sec tire Insertion· for $1 JO
contract· formerly of Parie, at their home in South
per inch In length of column. Special
made with loca transient \nd yearly advertis- Norwalk, Ct., on the 14th inst
er».
U. H. Ileaid is hauling lumber with
Job Piomxo —New type, fast preue·, electric which to bnild a large apple honse in
low price·
power, experience*! workmen and
his on-hard purchased of J. H. Rawson
combine to mat this department of cur bus!·
on the South Paris road.
·<*« compiete and popular.
On and after April 7th the library at
Hamlin Memorial Hall will be open to
NIWLE ΓΟΡΓΕ8.
the public from 3 to 4:30 P. m. on WedSingle Copie* of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by nesdays. The evening openings to conof
patrons tinue as through the winter.
the publisher· or for the convenience
on
jlagle copie· of each Uaue hare been place·!
Dr. and Mrs. Aldrich are making exsale at the following place· In the County :
tensive improvements upon the Jairns
ShortlelT'· Drug Store.
South Part·,
K. Hammond place, which they have reS'oye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
cently purchased.
Alfred Cole, Po«tma*ter.
Buckfleid.
Miss Edna M. Luce returned Saturday
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office.
Paris OUI.
from the vacation spent at her home in
Samuel T. Wnlte.
Weet Pari·.
Sew Vineyard, and the schools began
—

Monday.

Coming Events.

ffïïi

iStS ul'plLSL

Mr·. Charles Millett of MUlettvill·
pent the day with Mra. C. A. Flint r·· 1

ently.

Mica Ada Hobbe of Cooi, N. H., la
isiting at her ancle'·, Cheater Flint'·.
Mra. Ε. T. Dunn and her daughter·,
iartba and Helen, viaited in Harriaon
larch 24th.
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to

given

Our stock is
is

i

were

elected:

Moderator—G. W. Heath.
Clerk—G. H. Barrows.
Treasurer—O. G. Chandler.
Executive Committee—George
M. C. Barrows, G. H. Barrows.

Chandler,

His many friends will be glad to learn
that the Rev. C. G. Miller of Woodfords
will preech in the Univerealist church
the coming summer.
A. G. Farrar has returned from Hartford, where he has been getting out
lumber to build an ice house on hit
farm. Mr. Farrar and W. M. Chandler
are planning to build a boat to use on
Pleasant Pond.

Oreenwood.

SPRING HATS

be,

pressed hay

selling

Potatoes are being marketed for one
cent per pound, excellent in quality and
as sound as when harvested last fall.
Report says some have lost a part of
their potatoes by freezing, but nothing
of the kind has happened here. Eggs
have dropped to 20 cents per dozen; butter 30 cents per pound.
The last card received contained a
picture of the Univerealist church at
Rumford Falls, but no name nor initials
to indicate the person who sent it.
Thanks all the same, however.
Randal Herrick of Patch Mountain has

«

on

visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry from New
Hampshire, and their daughter, Mrs.
Merle Morse, and two children, from
this place, visited at Mrs. A. B. Wash-1
a

..

burn's Wednesday.

Sumner.
Harried in Portland, March 9th, Mr.

Aubrey Dyer of Portland, formerly of
Sumner, and Mrs. Agnes Belcher of
Rockland, Mass.
Mrs. Arabine Doble, widow of the
just passed by with a fine looking pair late Wm. Abbott, died at her home of
with
white
of oxen
March 18th, aged 05 years,
faces, which he
bought of John Titus of Bryant's Pond. aving died her birthday. She was of a
is
of
known
the
but
Nothing
price paid,
retiring nature, unselfish and
stock must be higher now, so nearly
onghtful, devoting her life to her
wintered out, than it was in the fall.
family. She is survived by four sons
and five daughters, all of whom are marLocke's Mills.
ried, one brother and one sister, besides
other relatives. The funeral was held
0. P. Farrington, for many years a
at 3 p. m., Rev. J. H. Little of
resident of this place, died at his home Sunday
South Paris officiating. She was a memMarch 18. Fanerai services were held
ber of the Ladies' Relief Corps of West
at the Union chnrch Sunday at one
Sumner, which attended in a body and
o'clock, Rev. Mr. Banghart of Bethel tendered the last sad rites to their despeaking words of comfort to the rela- ceased sister. Union Grange of East
tives and friends assembled to pay their
of which she was a member,
last respects to one who will be missed Sumner,
also attended in a body. There was an
in the community. Mr. Partington was
abundance of floral offerings which were
born in Andover, Me., Sept. 16,1861, the
beautiful. Interment in the Mountson of Rev. Samuel and Snsannah (Cof- very
ain Cemetery.
fin) Farrington. He was the oldest of a
has sold his oxen to A.
C. H.
family of five. Besides his widow, who L. DnnnBonney
of Buckfield.
was Miss Alice Crooker, he is survived
Walter Abbott and Mrs. Anna Glover
by an aged mother, two sisters and three of Massachusetts were called here by the
brothers. There were many beautiful
sudden death of their mother, Mra. Araflowers from relatives and friends. The
bine Abbott.
body was placed in the tomb. The folfrom
of
out
town
attendlowing people

Enenmonia
Siiet,

ed the funeral: Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Coffin, Mechanic Falls; Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Sanborn and son Robert of Bethel, Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Lapham, Mr. and Mrs.
Q. U. Lapham and Perry Lapham of
Romford Falls, Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Rand
of Curtis Corner and Chas. Farrington of
Brockton, Maas.
Mrs. Chas. Bartlett is still oonfined to
the house by illness.
Mrs. Harry Lane of South Paris visited her mother, Mrs. D. D. Fletcher, last
week.
Mrs. Lucinda Small la the guest of
Mrs. Will Coolidge.
Miss Mildred Allen Is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. F. A. Frost.
Mr. F. E. Purington, a former station
agent here, but now at Lewlston Junction, is soon to bave charge of the Bethel
station. Mrs. Purington visited friends
here last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bubier attended
the funeral of his sister at Lewiston

Saturday.

Mrs. Lola Foster attended the regular
tbe Pythian Sisters at Bry-

meeting of

ant'· Pond Thursday.
Henry Cnmmings of Auburn was in
town last week.
Rev. Mr. Banghart was in the village
Tuesday making calls.
Mason.

Douglas Cusbing sold
Tyler of Bethel.

a

heifer to F. J.

Ε. H. Morrill has loaded two oars of
bobbin wood this week.
A. J. Hutchinson killed a nice pig

Tuesday.

Addison Bean has moved out to West

Bethel, and got him

a new

housekeeper.

J. M. Philbrook was In town Tuesday
looking after oows and oalves.

MIO'NA
F. A. SBURTLEFF A CO.'S.

Rain

SPRING SHIRTS

SPRING TROUSERS

Hosiery

Norway

Douglas

price.

Our large stock includes novelty lasts, big
eyelet types, and student lasts for young men; as
well

as

the

more

made the W. L.

substantial types which have

Douglas

Shoes

so

famous.

ity alone has made these shoes what they

Qual-

are.

working men we have the
G. H. BASS SHOE, which excels all
For

$1.75 to $6.00.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

Prices

durability.

other shoes in

FurnUhér,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

106*3.

Wall Papers

HALF-PRICE!
1700 Rolls of 1908 Wall Paper and Border at just fifty cents on the dollar at

Dayton

N.

Bolster &, Co.'s.

Sale will commence at

eight o'clock

Tuesday morning, March 9, 1909.

COriE EARLY—before the stock !s
broken too much.

SB MARKET

SQUAHll,
ΜΑΙΝΠ.

PARI»,

SOUTH

I

!î IDLE ΠΟΝΕΥ

Cures Dyspepsia. I
I

Your money back if It don't Gives immediate relief from heartburn, aour stomach, stomach distress and sick headache.
50 cents a large box at

a

SPRING

celled at any

VANISHES

Hyomei is a confidence creator. The
first time you breathe in this powerful
yet soothing, antiseptic air, you will
know that It has marvelous curative virtues.
There is nothing disagreeable
about Hyomei.
It is a pleasant and
prompt remedy for catarrh, colds, asthma, croup, bronchitis, etc.
If your head is so stuffed with mucous
that you cannot breathe a particle of air
through your nostrils, Hyomei will open
them up and give relief in five minutes.
Why will sensible people suffer longer,
why will they wheeze and hawk and spit
and smother, when F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
will guarantee Hyomei to cure or money
back.
11.00 ia all F. A. Sburtleff Λ Co.
ask for a complete outfit.
"I bave used Hyomei for hay fever,
and can pronounce it the beat relief for
this trouble that I ever tried or heard of.
I have had this malady for years, and
have doctored and used many remedies,
but Hyomei is far ahead of any of the
others, and has my hearty endorsement."
—Mrs. M. S. Martin, Casaopolia, Mich.

that garment to

Whatever the price paid there is
The
no better shoe in the world.
$3.50 and $4.00 shoe cannot be ex-

....

better.
Edith Knight has gone to Portland

prefer

Shoes.

recently,
Miss Cora Morgan did not go from
a
to be affected. with alcohol as a stimulant, perfect
here to visit her brother and wife at Bry- moved as it was found
for curing scalp and
I
was between the wrist remedy unequalled
ant's Pond; her mother was taken ill The amputation
and be is said to be doing hair troubles.
and she went back home to care for her. and elbow,
We want everyone who has any scalp
well·
Mrs. Morgan was so sick as to require
Rexall "93" Hair
Mrs. Trask and Mrs. A. B. Abbott or hair trouble to try
the aid of a physician, but is now con! visited their parents at Chesterville re- Tonic, which contains all these ingrevalescing.
on your
and they returned home with dienta. If it doea not grow bair
Edgar H. Morgan has had rather hard cently
Mr. Pearl bald bead, atop your hair from falling
for
a few days' visit.
them
luck with horses, having lost his third
Parker and wife of Bethel also visited | out, cure you of dandruff, make your
one a few days ago.
hair thick, silky, luxuriant; if it does
them
last week.
!
Mrs. A. S. Brooke' little daughter
in
at work for Mr. Mor-1 not give you complete satisfaction
Frank
Kimball
is
Martha has partially recovered from her
every particular, return the empty bottle
the mill.
in
Irison
sickness, and is now having a hard time
,e
F. A. Dunham has bèen loading pota- to us, and we shall return every penny
with sores in her head. Miss Mary
you paid us for it, without question or
! toes at 60 oents per bushel.
Brooke has returned to her place of
Mrs. McAlister is improving from the formality.
work In Woodstock, and Miss Myrtle
understand that when

$18 per ton.

pearl*.

$4.00, $3.50 and $3.00

for many years. He was a prominent
UICKOBES CAUSE BALDNESS.
G A. B. man and served in the Bebellion
He is aurvived Iby
with distinction.
three sister·, and waa born in Biddeford
Professor Unna of Hamburg, Germany,
Jan. 24,1840, the son of Blon Bradbury and Dr. Sabouraud of Pari·, France,
of
09
and Alice Williams and was
years
share the honor of having discovered
the hair microbe.
age.
Baldness is not caused through a few
North Parle.
weeks' work of these hair microbes, bat
An agent for the New England Home- ia the result of conditions brought about
stead waa through this section recently. by their presence.
Baldness may not
I
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Noyes and little occur until years after the microbes beson of South Paris visited bis brother,
gan work, but it ia certain to come soonGeo. Noyes, recently.
er or later.
\
Mr. Abner Benson has had his hand |
The microbes cut off the blood supply.
taken off. It la doing nicely now. His ( They feed on the fatty matter about the
daughter, Mrs. David Graves, of Massa- root of the hair, through which the
chusetts, is with him.
blood ia absorbed.
Finally the fatty
Miss Nina Churchill of Buckfleld visit- matter is wholly consumed, the food
ed her brother, C. A. Churchill, a few supply of the bair is gone and it starves
and finally dies.
Mrs. Collins Llbby of Mlnot
Resorcin is one of the moat effective
her sister, Mrs. C. A. Churchill, last
germ destroyers; Beta Napthol ia both
week.
germicidal and antiseptic; Pilocarpin,
though not a dye, restores natural color
caused by
Abner Benson, who had a finger re- to bair when loss of color was
mixed
has had the hand re- disease. These curatives properly
moved

ASTHMA

have the olive and

we

SPRING SUITS

W. L.

THAT

Î(>Mre.

However, if you prefer the

style.

in

F. H. NOYES CO.

IT SAVED HIS LEG.
"All thought I'd lose my leg," writea
J. A. Swenaon, Watertown, Wis., "Ten
could
years of eczema, that 15 doctor·
not cure, bad at last laid me up. Then
Bucklen'· Arnica Salve cured it sound
and well." Infallible for Skin Eruptions, Eczema, Salt Rheum, Bolls, Fever
Sores, Burn·, Scald·, Cut· and Pilea.
25c at F. A. Sburtleff & Co.'a.

Of course, you
Cole has taken ber place with her moth- mumps.
we aay that Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will
er.
grow hair on bald heads, we do not refer
North Waterford.
Although the daya continue to lengthto cases where the roots are entirely
are!
Andrews
and
Lulu
Newell
Wing
en and the sun has got this side of the
dead, the pores of the scalp closed, and
in
and
relatives
Lewiston
Ox-1 the head has the shiny appearance of a
equator, yesterday was the first passable visiting
sap day; and to-day the saowfiakes bebilliard ball. In cases like this, there is
has
of
Stoneham
Emma
Brown
gin to fall again. During the two weeks
no hope.
In all other cases of baldness
a few days.
Brown's
been
Albert
at
the
50
trees
to
Wednesday,
yielded
up
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will positively
Quite a number from this place atabout what syrup was wanted In the
grow hair, or costs the user nothing.
tended the grange at South Waterford
F. A. Shurtfamily.
Two sizee, 50c. and $1.00.
Mrs. Edmond Harlow went to the last week Friday and reported a fine leff &
South Paris, Maine.
Co.,
Lewiston hospital more than a week
Several members from the Odd Fel- !
ago to be treated for appendicitis and is
still there. What the result will be re- lows' lodge went to Harrison Lodge Satmains to be seen.
urday night.
,
Mrs. Ella Lebroke and cousin, Sadie
Frank Ring has been hired to run the
There Bowe, visited at Fred Hazelton's Wed- So Does Catarrh, Croup, Hay
town farm the same as last year.
nesday·
are now four paupers on the place.
t.
Fever and Bronchi tie.
G. E. Farmer, who baa been quite sick
Hay is scarce, as every one knew it
and
is
would
for with neuralgia in his face and head, is j

of grays because

Coverts and Oxfords, $io, $12, $iv

Coat.

^

j

eoutb. Parie

IS

$18

LET US SHOW YOU OUR NEW

|

A.

■

Maraball Babb returned
17 from Byron, where be haa been working for C. S. Luce.

EXPLANATION

composed largely

for those that

at Rock·

SPRING CAPS

LATEST

$16

ι

SPRING TOP COATS

listers.
Mrs. A. B. Walker returned to her
borne March 17 from a viait to her broth»ra-in-law of Canton.
Mra. S. A. Getchel) returned to her
borne in Peru March 20 from Phillips,
irhere ahe baa been for the winter.
Mr. C. W. Walker of Canton baa been

THE

always

latest colors

All the benevolences presented and collections taken, and the church debt reduced during the year by 1260. One has
been received into its membership and
two have died-Mra. Hattie Newton and
woods Monday. Dr. H. F. Atwood was
Here la Relief for Wtmi·.
Mra. Bebecca Keene."
and
it
took
three
to
close
called
stitches
It you bare pains In the back, Urinary, BladW. H. Bridgbam will move into his der
trouble, and want a certain, pleasor
Kidney
wound.
the
home here some time ant berb cure for woman's Ills, try Mother
The S. B. R. Club was entertained by recently pnrchaaed
the coming week.
Gray's AubrtlUa-LMf. It Is a safe and
during
Mrs. E. G. Small Thuraday afternoon.
regulator. At Druggist· or by mall
Colonel Albert W. Bradbury of Port- never-falling
AddrM*.
cent·.
Sample package FREE.
Quotations from Shakespeare. A brief land died at Hotel Long Saturday morn- SO
11-14
The Mother Gray Co.7Le Ytoy, Ν. T.
summary of the life and worka of ing of pneumonia.
were
The remains
Charles Darwin was read and discussed.
afternoon
taken to Portland Saturday
The club was presented with a richly
MICROBES IN THE SCALP.
where the funeral ia to be held. Col.
bound volume of Whittier's Snowbound
health
for
feeble
In
had
been
Bradbury
by the Rev. Lucien M. Robinson of some time and has made his home here

Philadelphia in memory of bis aunt,
Mrs. Louise J. Gurney, a former member of the club. A vote of thanks was
extended to Mr. Robinson for his beautiful gift. While they partook of aome
light refreshments conundrums and
jokes went the rounds. The uext meeting will be April 1st.
At a Univerealist parish meeting held
here March 23d the following officers

bought
selling at

this is the color that wears to look the best and

smeka Grange Hall by the East Dizfleld
Dramatic Club March 18. An oyater
iupper waa aerved by Rockemeka Grange

in full.

We have
we are

$16

$12

our

STOCK

SPRING

$10

Rumford

riaiting relatives for the past few daya.
borne March

selling from

of these useful garments.
large stock this year that

of lira.
«topping there

grandson

Η. E. Stillman went
)J arc h 19.
A drama and dance waa

ΐί,ΗΐΜ^Ι<3|Γΐί''ι>ΜΓ·

paid

a

Rain Coat.

a

are now

NSW

called and four atltchea taken

Peru.

! Î.

The diatrict claim

We

W. J. Haecall baa been on the alck
iat, bnt ia better now.
Mlaa Mildred Pottle and her alater
llta vlaited Mra. Roy Froat the 28d and
!4th of March.
The firat robin· of the aprlng were
teen and heard here Thursday, March
!5th.

Fklî T?

date.

Possessing

In

ia
tow, ia down with the meaaiea.
Mra. Lydia Titcomb viaited her daughter, Mra. C. A. Flint, quite recently.

p'Stj

Cushman of South Paris and a Mr. Reed
of Auburn.
Chauncy Bucknam, the 12-year-old
son of Clarence Bucknam, cut a gash in
his ankle while cutting wood in the

waa

cloae the wound.

Ralph Ricbardaoo,
L D. Kilgore who

HÏ^KsUtTobura

οΓτ»ΧΧ'π/«"

There is Lots of Satisfaction

Mi·· Leola Nojea came to J. L. Partldge'a Toeeday. She has been in Lot·
ill throogh the winter.
Dofaald Partridge had the miafortnne
ο oat hia foot ao badly recently that a

|

.wer®,'°9*{i"

BLUE 8TORE8.

Jab es Prlno· and H. H. York of Tir·
loath called on friend* her· Wednes- ;

^ΙΙμΓαο^

eeabrtou^

Misses Helen and Josephine Cole are
home from Gorham Normal School
for the Easter vacation.
April
April
The rain and warm daya of the past
meeting. South Pari».
week have settled the snow considerably,
but there is a large amount left for the
NEW ADVKBTI9KMKNTS.
time of year, and sleighs will be used
for several days yet.
Edison Portland Cement Co.
William E. Atwood is at home from
Microbes In the Scalp.
Bowdoin College foi the Easter vacation.
Seven Day·' Wonder SaleLook.
Reginald L. Cummings has bought of
Our Ho«e Almond Cream.
S. E. Newell the stand where Elias
Blue Stores.
Strout now resides.
The Farmer Need· a Bank Account.
W L Douglas Shoe*.
The Ladies' Circle will meet in CumAsthma Vanishes
mings Hall next Friday evening. The
Spectacles.
men have proven such good cooks they
People'· Water Company.
will again furnish the supper, which will
Pigs for Sale.
Wanted.
be the last of the season. Supper will be
South Parts Saving* Bank.
served at half past six and be followed
Probate Notices.
2 Notice· of Appointment.
by an entertainment. A few members
i Petitions for Discharge In Bankruptcy.
of the grange will give a short farce,
Freedom Notice.
and a dialogue, which will be interWestern Assurance Company.
Fire
Insurance
Mutual
Company.
Uolyoke
spersed with readings and music. All
married over one year ago, announces
'
are cordially invited to come and bring
birth of a baby girl, born the 11th of
Admission 10 into his house here. Mr. and Mrs the
the
tables.
for
something
1-4 pounds.
Legislature Trying to Finish Up. cents.
Marston have stored their goods for a I this month and weighed C
The postal was
are ef*yin? tor the pres- Name, Alice Genette.
The Maine legislature has now got to
Miss Annie L. Parris was the guest of
Mr and Mn H. written by her own hand the 15th of
the point where it is bending its energies Mis* Lilla Farrar and Miss Eula Millett
a few days after the child
to getting through. Starting out with at South Paris for a few days the past Y Bacon. They expect to have a rent in '! March, only
was born.
She has had good courage
the village a little later.
the determination to have an early ad- week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates have return-1 through it all and now a little blessing
journment, it has already been iu sesPARTRIDGE DISTRICT.
ed home from their visit in Connecticut. bas arrived in the house of Mr. and Mrs.
sion longer than the usual time. This
bas beea | Frank E. Harvey, Monroe Bridge, Mass.
°f
has been made necessary by the flood of
Mrs. Orange Small has sold her oxen.
fora few days.
bille which has been poured into the
Mr. Robert Davis bas bought a valuaWest Bethel.
has been ca"ed to
hopper, not a day going by without ble cow of Mrs. Orange Small.
"There's a chlel amans ye takln' notée,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Guy Cushman of Bridgton by the serious illness of bis And faith, he'll ρ rent'em."
quite a bunch of them, and some imIrish and If you put him out
portant measures coming in late in the Bethel visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. sister with pneumonia. Mrs.
βΓβ Vl8lt,ns! ber relatives at Buck- There'll be a lively rout,
session.
ffm. Mason, March 20th and 21st.
For the "chlel" Is bound to "tak" his "notes."
Afternoon sessions began last week,
The brooks are high in this neighbor- field
If he can't getum he'll lnventam.
Mr. Alfred C. Perham has tanned
and the work is so well along that there hood from the recent rain, having overabout ISO trees and will boil down q
is good hope of getting through some flowed the bridges.
could there In this world be found,
He is hav- Ο
a quantity of maple syrup.
time this week.
Some little spot of happy ground.
°rCbard bel0DgiDg Where village pleasure* might go round,
A great mass of legislation, in both
East Sumner.
Without the village tattling!
private and special laws, has been enactA brother of Rev. S. C. Eaton from the
place would be,
h»e returned from Bow doubly blest that in
Jobn
ed, and many bills have failed either in vicinity of
Where
all might dwell
liberty,
Springfield, Mass., supplied
bebas "I*»* the winter, Free from the bitter misery,
committee or in one or the other of the
on
the Congregational pulpit
Sunday,
«M
endless
his
Of
with
this
summer
will
prattling.
and
gossip's
the
of
but
houses,
stay
many
important pub the 21st
inst., as Pastor Eaton was not
Mrs. W. H. Emery
The road breakers were out last Friday
lie matters still remain undecided, to be |
recovered from an attack of the daughter,
fully
of
the
the
rush
Miss
Alice
of
in
Dunham, who has been wilh the snow-scraper drawn by six
finally disposed
ada
Ile
interesting
gave
very
grippe.
close of the session.
.isiting her sister, Mrs. Carroll A. horses.
dress on the importance of manfully reMarch is passing away, and the air of
Not really the most important class of
Bacon, for a week, has returned to her
the great forces of evil so prevasisting
work at Gorham, Ν. Η
measures before the legislature, but perspring has a softer feeling than that of
lent in the land.
rel,li,M mid-winter.
C°b""' "
haps those which attract most attention
Drs. Caldwell, Marston and Atwood,
in
Peddlers are thawing out, and three
and produce most talk—also perhaps
have patients in the village and
each
B' Claflin» 0De of our aged from Albany selling fresh fish were in
make the most trouble—are the "rum
there seems to be much illness from anH
died
Saturand highly respected ladies,
town last week.
bills," or measures relating to the procolds. However, most of those
late residence after
Charles Connor of Albany was in this
hibitory law and its enforcement. At epidemic
ill are improving and no fatalities have
of
the
face.
of
cancer
"ΙηβΜ
there
^
village one day last week.
present it looks as if, after all,
in
the
occurred
vicinity.
sh« h
If there was ever "six weeks' sledding
would not be much radical change made
mercifully been spared some of
Tbe committee to apportion the inaDd
usually incident to in March" we are surely having itthie
in things. Resubmission was defeated
come from the minister and ministerial
t ils disease, and her release from the year.
The Eaton resolve, subsome time ago.
fund in town met on Wednesday at S. C.
fra.l body was indeed a blessing. Mr.
Addison S. Bean was thrown from a
mitting to the people a constitutional Heald's.
and Mrs. F. H. Hill, who have cared for sled two weeks ago, injuring bis back,
amendment giving the governor power
wood teams have gone
of
the
Some
since which time he bas been unable to
her, inherit her property.
to remove delinquent sheriffs, with a
owing to bad roads, or the completion
At an all day meeting last Saturdav work.
string attached repealing the Sturgis of
their jobs. It is awful trying to make
a
nice
bui,d
VOted
40
to
The price of eggs has fallen this week
law. also failed, in spite of an attempt
new roads in the woods, say the teamnew hall and work will begin in April on to twenty cents per dozen, and some
A straight bill to rerun it through.
a
sters.
Snow is still quite deep with
now think it does not pay to keep hens.
tearing down their old building.
peal the Sturgis law. without strings, hard crust.
four to
from
afternoon
Mrs. Mary Paine has moved all her
was defeated in the senate Thursday by
Saturday
No maple sweetness has yet appeared,
o'clock the Lucky Leaf Club gave household goods from Grover Hill tc
a vote of 22 to $, one Republican voting
eight
the
of
the sweet dulcet tones
majes- Miss Madge L. Tuell a surprise birthday the Scribner farm near this village.
for repeal, and one Democrat agaiust it yet
tic crow and the gaudy bluejay are
Clarence A. Tyler took cold, and for a
The Hastings bill, making jail sentences
being present.
in the land," and the time of the party, eighteen
"heard
week was too ill to be on the road sellmandatory in liquor cases, has passed "singing of birds has come" to gladden
the senate but ha# still to run the gauntorowniieiu.
ing fresh meats. His customers were
our hearts.
to see him Wednesday.
let in the house. The temperance comThe spring and summer terms of the pleased
of spring when nature's
"Sweet
1*
the
time
Mrs. Abbie Eetella Bean of Old Town,
mittee reports unanimously in favor of
charm* appear"
schools will commence Monday,
public
after visiting relatives in Oxford, Woodabolishing the liquor agency system, but is good
April 12tb, with several changée in the
spring poetry.
what will result from that is yet uodecidstock, Albany and Gilead, made the
the bad traveling and much staff of teachers from the past year.
Despite
Democrat correspondent a short and
ed.
The teachers and scholars of the
in the vicinity, over sixty persickness
social call on Friday last.
In the matter of size of appropriations I
to the Congregational Congregational Sunday School are presons were out
the total is going to be less than at first
Ladies' Circle on Wednesday. The cir- paring for an elaborate concert for
Bryant's Pond.
appeared likely. Considerable credit cle is a valuable aid to tbe maintenance Easter, and from the interest that is
A new meat market is being fitted up
for this is due to Governor Fernald, who
of church support and social improve- being shown it promises to be a success.
here in the rear part of Edwin Andrews'
without sending any message or making
Willie Johnson and Wirt V. Eaton
ment, in which the community generally
store.
*
any flourish of trumpets, quietly sugassiste and approves. Many have purchased the timber lot from the
cheerfully
The board of health are sending samto leading members of the legislthanks are due to the kind people not heirs of the late Mary Wentworth.
desired
to practice
of well water to Augusta for analyature that he
Mr. R. E. Godfrey of Portland has ples
members of the church or society, who
sis.
economy, and a number of measures manifest
their presence and aid their purchased of Edwin Poore the buildings
by
H. E. Llttlefield has recently sold a
which had already gone through were |
interest in a good cause. Their efforts and a tract of land bordering upon
Holt oi
to William
recalled and the amounts which they apBurnt Meadow Pond upon private terms. gasoline engine
are greatly appreciated.
reduced
Greenwood.
were
considerably
propriated
Three well known traveling men, Mr. Godfrey will make a number of imThe sewing circle connected with the
It is thought the total of appropriations
Whittier and Blake, dined at provements upon it.
V. I. S. are holding meetings each week
will be only slightly larger than that Nevens,
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter
on Tuesday.
C. E. Tolman
"SlocumV
and are
material for a fair to
made by the legislature of two years
also dropped in for dinner.
Isabelle, who have been spending the be held preparing
in connection with the society
ago.
Arthur Allen of West Sumner finished winter in Portland, have opened their
next August.
The resolve appropriating $330,000 for
hie winter's job of teaming here on cottage for the season.
Elmer R. Bowker returned home Frian addition to the state house ha» gone
Mr. Chas. Cole, station agent at WestHe has teamed here for six
Wednesday.
through and been signed by the governor. consecutive winters with the same team on, Mass., has been spending a few days day from Hebron Academy for a two
will
it
had
weeks'
after
vacation.
Mr. Bowker
Tbie measure,
gone through aud ie a m >del
teamster, drawing big here at the home of his parents.
the committee hearing with many favorgraduate in June and has >been assigned
has
of
Newhall
Hannah
Miss
is
his
team
Floyd
loads,
always
kindly
yet
to deliver the valedictory before the
ing it and none opposing, aud had got a cared for and in good condition.
been spending a few days here among
class. He will also take part in the
unanimous report from the committee,
friends.
some opposition, and
ran up against
Word has been received here from Mr. coming debate with Bridgton Academy.
Denmark.
looked for a time in danger of failing. It
and Mrs. L. R. Giles, who are upon a
It is reported that Mr. E. C. Cobb ha*
Hebron.
is suggested that the referendum will be
six weeks1 trip in the South, that the
invoked on it, and it would certainly be the mail contract for carrying the mail
Miss Mary Thompson of Portland
and magnolia trees are in full
peach
and
Browufield
East
Denmark
between
an appropriate measure on which to be
dower. Mr. and Mrs. Giles were in visited Mrs. Fred Sturtevaot recently.
to practice with the new weapon, after the first of July.
Mr. C. Π. George is having trouble
at the time of writMr. A. C. Pendezter has a position in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
t will require the signatures of only
with his arm, but it is hoped will soon
ing the above.
H. Pharmacy, Portland, Me.
the
S.
to
the
voters
to
submit
question
10,000
The last regular meeting of the W. C. be better. The trouble comes from a
Mr. Geo. W. Moulton and family are
the vote of the people.
T. IT. was held at the home of Mrs. wound received in the civil war.
It is thought that the rate of the state improving from their late sickness.
Mrs. Ira Bearce and little Helena are
last Friday afternoon.
A large doe deer was seen to pass Wm. Rowe
tax will be the same as for the past two
Mrs. Walter Beckford has been spend- with her father, Professor J. F. Moody,
WedneaMr.
Α.
II.
Jonas'
yard
years, three mills on the dollar. The through
ing a few days among friends at Buxton for a while. Mr. Bearce, who came with
appropriations are somewhat larger, but day morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Poore have re- them, returned to Fitchburg, Mass.,
rain
storm
A
northeast
passed turned
heavy
the revenue will be somewhat increased
home from their three weeks1 Monday.
and
over
this
afternoon
place Thursday
by taxation measures passed or now
Mrs. Ellen Oilman and Mrs. Bracy
visit in Gray among Mrs. Poore's relaevening.
pending.
Bean have been quite sick tbe past
tives.
a
in
are
number
still
sick
There
quite
One of the hottest fights of the session
Miss Alvania Stuart has gone to Bos- week, but were more comfortable at
has naturally been over a bill to divide this vicinity.
ton, Mase., to make her selections of last report. A cousin of Mrs. Oilman
the town of York, which is finally passed
from O'isfield is caring for her, and Mrs.
spring goods.
with a referendum. Various measures
Mr. George Moulton and wife are betMr. Perlon Butterfield has returned to Bean has her mother with ber, Mrs.
the
affairs
Portland
have
kept
regarding
ter.
after a visit of two Joseph Hibbs.
Bartlett, Ν. Η
delegation from that city pretty well
Hebron Grange held an all day meetMrs. Wilbur Kenison and daughter weeks here with his parents.
ttirred up, and other local affairs have
ill.
are
Miss Dorothy Kerr of Cornish spent ing Wednesday.
Gladys
been the subject of more or less general
The traveling is very poor.
Hebron
Band gave a concert Tuesday
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Almon Johncontests.
Whitten from
New Hampshire ha* son.
evening in Grange Hall.
In one respect this session has exceed- been in town and
West Minot school
closes to-day,
Mr. Fred Staples, who has been spendbought several yoke of
ed many previous ones, and that is, the oxen.
the winter here at his old home, has Thursday, for ten days' vacation.
ing
of
debate.
The
amount
silvery tougued
The athletic exhibition was last evenreturned to Parsonsfield.
Pattangall, astute Democratic politician,
Oxford.
Mrs. S. W. Rowe is confined to her ing and tbe prize speaking will be this
has for some time averaged two speeches
The Washington party have returned home by sickness. Dr. Marston is at- evening. No report if this card is to go
a day, and some of the Republican memon time.
and report a pleasant and interesting tending her.
bers are not far behind him. Λ vast
Mr. A. J. Turner is at home from his
Mr. Wm. Rowe, who has been con
amount of talk has been made in the trip.
The schools will re-open Monday with fined to the bouse for several weeks visit to Auburn and Portland.
past weeks—not that that is an unmixed the former teachers.
The buildings belonging to Mr. Ed
with an abscess of the stomach, is again
misfortune, for fullness aod freedom of
Bean were burned this morning, (FriThe Guild met Tuesday evening with able to be out.
debate la a good thing.
Indeed, the
Word has been received from Mr day.) The fire caught in 'the dry room
Mi*. Prank Keene
Subject, Mosaics.
date of final adjournment depeuds to
Charles Durell has returned to Hing- Geo. Haley, who has been for the past of the laundry. Help was at hand and
time
the
some extent upon
required by hara, Mass., and the store of Durell & two years in Japan, that he will arrive the house cleared of nearly everything,
the legislators to discuss the subjects—
we understood not greatly injured, and
Hawkes is closed for the present. There home in the early part of April.
some of them important—still remaining
Several shipments of seed sweet corn some of the laundry machinery was gotare a number of would-be purchasers
for consideration and action.
have been made from this station to ten out.
anxious to secure it.
Miss Agnes Bearce bas returned from
Morrill.
Mr. Freeman
The Grange held a fair on Thursday Burnham Λ
Mere and There.
and Friday evenings, closing with a Chamberlin has sent over 100 bushels, her visit to New York.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant is visiting relaand the Messrs. James, Lewis and Chas.
dance.
Arthur Yerrill has moved here from Dennett together have shipped about tives In Auburn.
New Brunswick's big fair at Frederic- Paris.
Miss Etta Sturtevant has gone to
250 bushels, while several have sent
Woodfords.
ton, which is held this year from Sept.
One of the Kobioson Mfg. Co.1· team smaller amounts.
14th to the 23d, will be open not only to horses met with a
painful accident, tearthe Dominion of Canada but to the state ing off rhe shoe and also the hoof. It
North Buckfleld.
East Bethel.
of Maine. The Fredericton fair claims will be unfit for use for a long time.
are suffering with the prevailBorn, March 12, to the wife of WashMany
to be the only one in Canada that baa
Married, by Rev. Mr. Callahan, Mr. ing distemper here.
ington Heald, a son.
never shown a deficit but always baa a William Caldwell of East Oxford and
The most of the farmers are done
The Goald Academy students have all
surplus.
Miss Susie Hutchlns.
returned for the spring term.
lumbering for the winter.
Mrs. Cash has returned from Norway,
M. L. Rowe and Frank York are still
Mr. Fletcher of Auburn visited this
where she baa been taking care of her place last week, taking orders for gents* hauling logs and Ernest Da mon is bantIt is a not uncommon bit of pleasantry
son Wm. Cash's wife, who baa
been ill suits.
ing some wood to Buckfield village.
to tay a man holds a lot of land at ao
with typhoid fever.
Heald Brothers are ready to start their
F. B. Howe is making preparations to
high a valuation that one woald have to
build a new barn and stable this spring. big saw as soon as there is water enough.
"cover it with ten dollar bills to boy it."
Lovell.
Met Thomas has just got bim a new
J. R. Howard of Hanover called on
A lot was aold in New York city the
Mrs. Fred Holt has returned to her friends here last week.
gasoline engine.
other day at such a price that if it were
Three of Leon Swallow's boys from
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Sanborn and little
covered with bank bills of the regular home in Maseachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana E. McAllister took daughter, of Grover Hill, visited here Paris were visiting relatives bere the
aize, those bills, in order to make the
21st.
of the town farm the 25th inst. for last Sunday.
price of thftlot, would be of the denomi- charge
Mrs. Georgle Warren seems to be on
Mr·. Etta Bean has gone to Norway to
the coming year.
nation of #47.39 each.
Mr. William Abbott bat returned to do dressmaking. She visited relative· the mend since she came from the hosin Portland laat Saturday and Sunday.
Boston.
pital.
There is much of sickness in the comGay Bartlett and Miss Rose GreenDo you know the almost startling fact,
both of East Bethel, were united
Albany.
that under the national pure food law munity at present. Among those recent- wood,
in marriage March 20 by Rev. Merrill C.
Another town meeting April 1st.
and the order of the secretary of agri- ly taken down is Mrs. Reeves, who is
Ward
of
cared
for
This is the third one; qnite good for so
Norway.
by Mrs. Elden Mcculture, the aale of chemically bleached being
small a town.
flour ia absolutely prohibited? Artificial Allister.
who
Dickvtle.
Charles
has
at
been
A great many are aiok with bad colds.
colorings are allowed under that law if home on a Stanford, has returned to hia
vacation,
E. M. Worthley has started hia mill
Sibyl Cummings has returned from
they are harmless in themselves, provid- school at West
Kennebunk.
and is doing some custom sawing. Will Auburn.
ed the fact ia plainly atated on the label.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ragg went to
soon be running full blast on hia own
But it Is asserted that the bleaching of
West Lovell.
lumber.
Norway March 22d.
flour ia a process which maket the flour
Mrs. Estella Bean ffom Old Town baa
Postmaster Putnam has traded his
D. E. McAllister has moved to the
doubtful if not positively deleterious in
farm here for a stand at West Peru with been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Addie ConIts effect. It is alao said that much of town farm.
ner.
Mrs. Georgie Chad bourne has been W. W. Child.
the flour sold in the past few years baa
Lauren Lord had the misfortune to
Mrs. H. B. Fuller has returned from
been bleached. The order baa juat gone suffering with a bnrnt knee.
Wm. Stanlev Fox has
moved his Upton where she has been oaring for the have a limb hit him on the baok of bia
into effect, but a little time will be alhead whioh made quite a painful bruise.
lowed to dispose of stocks now on band. goods to hie brother Nathaniel's and sick.
Mrs. Parker Flint visited friends In
Mis· Eva Dixon ia visiting friends In
When the order is fully in force, it ia will work for John A. Fox in the mill.
Bethel
last week.
durSarah Lord has been vlalting her tit- New Hampahire and Massachusetts
likely that our bread and other food will
Crows and robins are with na again.
ing her vacation.
not prêtant so generally pleating an ap- ter, Marietta Fox.
Born March 81st, to the wife of Harry
Mildred Tracy Is still in the toothplok
M. A. Lord ha· sold hia horse to
pearance at it does now, but It may be
1 mill.
Slaer Fox.
McXally, a daughter.
more wboltsoat.
ftt

<S —Oxford Pomona Grange, South Paris22 —State Highway Commissioner's road

Norway Lato.

BotfeoL
Weet Spur.
π
·
Râwsbn went to "BroMwick
The lumbermen are coming oak of the
Mr. Levi Toner of fiaokfleld hat been
to begin work wltbth· Bowdoln
Monday
finished. ■pending a few day· this VNk with bis
2d at Daaharn·.! woodi daily. Muj croira hire
evening, Mr. and Mrs. H. N. nephew, W. T. Biabee.
®β
Shaw went to Boston Mon-1
following cut of chute-1 Monday
A. G. Wbeeler end wife have gone to
Upton entertained the KnigbU of King
η virit of » few
for
day
7ree"·.,
to
most
A
appetiz- Stratford, Ν. H., end do not expect
t
J. X. Brock. I Arthur at their home.
* «Peculator
New· wu received heM.
"
"
I ing and abondant sapper *u enjoyed, return antil the first of lley.
rι1ίθ?ί^ΛΙί,'ί€?,>'
Richard
Carter, owner of the Seeb righ
of Harry
from
death
the
pneumonia
^ ^*m*· then
climax
been
the
be·
and
who
were
W.
M.
Mr.
Dunham,
played
game·
Sat Tajlor, captain of the
invited
failing in health for tome time, i· quite
v7*· «In^wood. was reached when they were all
to participate in an old helpleu.
kitohen
the
to
IWdj Morgan,.runaway
*· Morton Hammond. fashioned
Mrs. H. 7. At wood 4· ill with neural"maple ayrop torn off."
».
ν.»
Rev. Mr. Cnrtia accompanied the boys, gia in her head and face.
Bicker'· mother at Sa battu· SMoay.
who voted It an evening of mnch enjoy*
C. M. Thomas bas recently purchased
EiaieIriah
New. of the illneaa of Mlaa
ment.
a gasoline engine.
with pneumonia baa been received here
Large loads of logs are still being Crow· have been seen here and several from Bridgton,
where ahe ia a atudent at
wild geeae flew over the 25th. A sure
dtmwn to the mill to be sawed.
the academy. Miaa Irish's parenta, Mr.
for
the
w.
and
ia
broken
spring ■ign that winter
η,m.
Gould Academy opened
spring and lira. H. A. Irish, who
There will be » few reserved seat* and I term Tuesday with a large attendance. haa come.
arrived in
were notified and
Miss Thurston was obliged to resign
March 22, born to the wife of C. L. fornia, the lut of the week.
Bridgton
on account of her father's ill health, Hammond, a daughter.
Krt Laurence Hodgdoo *nd daughter
In Sumner, March 23, to the wife of
Dnnbam's Hall vM sold last Thnrs-1 and her place is filled by Miss Sarah
have been
Of
were Brown of Old Town.
the
a
and
A.
the
C.
to
writings
Fions,
Bonney,
daughter.
lay
the gueata of Wilaon Shaw this *e«k.
The remalna of the infant daughter of
lone at South Paris. About thirty of
Thursday, the Ladies' Club served a
Miaa Myra Iriah returned home from a
he Finn men are financially interested ■upper at the Congregational parsonage. Charles and Lydia Hammond were plaoto her aiater In Weat Paris Wedne·riait
folwas
ed in the tomb in Pleasant Pond Cemeu the purchase and Herman McKeen About forty took supper whioh
day and Mra. C. M. Iriah ia in Bridgton.
and a tery Wednesday.
papere u the responsible lowed by an entertainment of song
Miaa A. H. Prince entertained the
most pleasant evening was enjoyed.
Mrs. Nellie Starbird ia confined to the
achool acholara Friday night, servhigh
Paris
to
of
South
taken
been
has
P.
Chandler
Mrs.
F.
house with a bronchial trouble.
Mr. John Dana
a delioiona treat, and paaaing the
ing
for
with
ber
cared
be
he
W'U
with
who
is
ill
d where
Mrs. Rodney Chandler,
parents.
spent Thursday
evening with gamee and ρηωιββ.
Mr. H. Packard is ill with the grippe acute bronchitis, is improving.
™er® i8 ■ «rent deal of sickness in I
It la reported that E. L. Phinney bas
Walter Farrar of Hartford is the guest
town with colds, etc., and the doctors I and Mr. L. T. Barker went to Newry to
pnrchaaed the place on Biver Street,
take charge of the funeral of Mr. Charles of his brother, A. 6. Farrar.
ire busy.
known aa the Dunham atand.
®"
formerly a resident Moore.
Henry M. Buck, who is living here
®?ΓΙ7»
Mra. F. W. Record haa been in Lewis,
died ,aet week at tbe home
Miss Llla Gilbert is with friends in with bts daughter, Mrs. Delma Farrar,
P
ton a part of the week.
at Mech»nic Bet bel.
is very feeble. Mr. Buck's daughter,
D®rry' was for m*a! Misses Hilda and Marjorie Chandler of Mrs. Imogene Record, of Buckfield, ia Revîa*»d Mra. F. M. Lamb attended
JÎÎrf-Q uu Berry
the annual prize speaking at Hebron
home here
rears a telegraph operator for the G. Τ South Paris returned to their
helping care for her father.
Thuraday
night, Mr. Lamb acting aa one
with
visit
the
weeks'
two
was
a
after
in
1854
of
and
and
Mrs.
H.
BrunsMr.
G. Jewett
Κ. R.
appointed
Saturday
of the judges.
Bethel.
His
in
Paris.
at
West
their
in
town
exwere
Brst postmaster
grandparents
Sunday. They
wick
Mra. H. F. Bawaon waa in Lewiston
sarlier married life was spent here and
pect to build a house here the coming Friday and Saturday laat week.
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
for many yearn he has been a resident of
aeason and will move here as soon as
Mlaa Fannie Harlow, who haa taught
Walter L. Wright, a cousin to the
Leonard B. Swan
bas spring opens.
two terme in the intermediate echool
of thie place were I writer, who lives in Roxbury, Mass.,
Edwin Bonney went to Norway last
I presented us with a beautiful Lincoln
haa aecured an appointment to tne
a„Perry
»
cousins ;to Mr. Berry.
week and purchased a horse of Mr. An- here,
Lincoln School in Auburn.
with his photo and adThe annual" parish meeting of the memorial card
drews. Mr. Bonney has sold bis old
it delivered
The high echool will begin April 121
on
mare to James Tnell.
L oivenualiat society will be held at drees at Gettysburg
and the rural achoola two weeks later.
1863. We also bad papers
Small of Farmington is
Good Will Hall at 7:30 p. u. The usual November 19,
Raymond
of
Miaa Joannette Warren, who haa been
from Brother Stephen G. Packard
tree parish supper will precede the regu6
spending a few day· with his grand- apending two montha with her grandElmira, Ν. Y., with illustrations and in- mother, Mrs. Eleanor G. Small.
lar meeting.
and
Rev. A. W. Pottle, and is just reCole, who has been quite ill 1I teresting accounts of bis boyhood
D. D. Small has bought a horse of father,
from an attack of double pneuH; trouble,
maturer life. A letter from Sister R. J.
covering
is on the gain.
with throat
Hazelton.
returned to her home in Weatwho went Cyrus M.
Mr. Lewis M. Mann is recovering from I Coffin of Denver, Colorado,
Miss
A. Heald, who is suffering monia,
brook Wedneaday, in care of her nurte,
there some years ago to get cured of with
*n attack of the mumps.
jaundice accompanied with fever, Misa Clara M. Parmenter, of Portland.
she barely lived
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist consumption, says that
is gaining.
At the laat quarterly conference lor
winter and that
church will hold an all day meeting at through pneumonia this
Deaconess C. B. Sanford of Philadelhas been colder than
the preient paatoral jeu held laat
the parsonage with Rev. and Mrs. D R the winter there
phia is sending the World's Work magaC. F. Pare<>n"
"*» *— dta« usual. A postal from Mrs. Florence zine for 1909 to the WestSumner Library Sabbath afternoon, Bev.
Ellen Harvey, adopted daughter of Association.
preaiding, the paator made the following
"The paator'a aalary
paid to
Ellen P. Kimball of Bethel, who was
Otis Curtis has sold his farm to Fred report:
Wart Parle.
iwni, "Mm· mate·,'
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Heard of New
Fresh 10c. Muslins for 7c.
in March before?

<>

You will find them at S. B. & Z. S.
Prince's on and after Saturday, the
6th, a case of more than sixty pieces.
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Who Ever

this week a
shipment of New Spring Coats
and Suits which we shall be
pleased to show.
We

are

also

opening

Call early and get a new gown while
there is a large assortment

Sincerely yours,

oaii.
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PARIS TRUST CO.,

I

South Paris, Maine.
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Why

Not

Clip

Your Own Horse?

selling Stewart's No. 1 ball bearing horse clipper for $7.60. They are

I

am

very easy to run and will pay for themselves in a short time. I also sell Cote's
ball bearing two hand clippers at $2.00

S. B. 4 Z. S. PRINCE, IAM ES Ν.
a

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

vau

pair.

FAVOR, 5«sœ.ÛCKfR

•t., lTorwi»7f

▲11 school· began again Monday morn .1
Jobs'· Letter.
lug.
"Blood will tell." We have oftei
Special meeting of Pari» Grange ne* Λ speculated where In time we got oui
fighting procllvltte·, end why we wen
Thursday afternoon at 1:30.

The Oxford §tmoaaA

SOUTH PABIS.

Miss Snaie B. Porter 1» at home foi
the vacation from her teaching in Port
land.

The hotel team was on wheels for th<
first time Saturday.
The Ladles' Flinch Club met Thura
afternoon with Mrs. J. H. Bean.

Alton C. and Harrv M. Wheeler wer«
at Washburn Pond to spend the day it

Tuesday.

we

only just happened so.
a

great-grandfather of

Inherited It
Ouceon a
oura on

or

tlmj

the ma

and la unquestionably true:

poor as

possible.

ibîm.

Daggett, who served in the Revo·
Most of the students from Bates an< , lutionary War from Connecticut and
the University of Maine are at home fo .1 Vermont, the following ie
iurn,8J*
from his declaration for a penaion
and Is
the Easter vacation.
Mrs. Percy Rankin of Wells has been
to be need only for hla tor leal purposes.
will
There
be
a
of
W
rehearsal
Mt.
Pleas
I He waa born in 1758 in Lebanon, Ct.
visiting her parent*, Mr. and Mrs. A.
ant Rebekah degree team Friday even
resided there until 1780, when b(
Walker, for a few days.
of
this
week.
ing
removed to Vermont, and in 1764 goin§
Misses Hilda and Marjoiie Chandler
Rates have been secured for Oxfort 11 to Vergennes, Addison County, Vt
returued Saturday from a visit to their
Pomona, April 6th, at South Paris Then in 1802 he removed with his farailj
grandparents at Bethel.
to Greenfield, Erie County,
Tickets good to return the 7th.
While living in Lebanon John
Louis W. Clark is at home for the vaD^getl
The Congregational church are pre volunteered in April, 1775 under
cation from Boston where he is attendCapt.
paring a very pretty Easter exercise en Jamee Clark to go to Cambridge. Maaa
ing Burdett Business College.
"The Triumphant King."
where hie company waa attached to tbt
titled,
Mrs. Ε ben Kilborn of Bethel was a
Connecticut Regiment commanded by
Miss Mellie Austin of Buckfield anc
liuest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs S
Col. Storra in proaecnting the aiege ot
Mies Annie L. Parris of Paris Hill won
Porter Stearns, a few days last week.
Boston. A portion of hie °omPaay
of Miss Lilla Farrar last week.
guests
JTjf
detailed for service at Bunker Hill.
Mrs. L. G. Whitten and daughter and
Glut
the
Seneca
of
The next meeting
Daggett was on guard at Cambridge, the
Mrs. C. P. Dennison of West Bethel
Mrs. Barnes
with
will be
Mondaj headquarters of General Washington.
visited at H. W. Dennison's Thursday.
of next week, April 5th, the régulai Discharged January, 1770.
of
Frank A. Briggs is in the employ
Iu May, 1770, he enlisted under Capt
night.
trie International CorrespondenceSchool.
James Clark,
marched to
It is hoped that there will be a large
He is now stationed at Woodsville. N.
attendance at the covenant meeting al Conn., where his company embarked for
H.
\ew York City on board the Brig Nancy,
the Baptist church Friday evening at
Mrs. M. C. Glover, who has been visit- there is some important business tc Capt. Pierce, and on their arrival joined
the Connecticut Regiment commanded
ing relatives in Sumner and flaitford for come before the church.
I by Col. Sage, and
were stationed on
some weeks, has returned to her home
the
church
next
At
Congregational
here.
Broadway for a few days, then «
Rev. Mr. McWhortei to Governor's Island, remaining until
evening,
Sunday
The Married Ladies' Whist Clftb was will
speak upon "The Songbird in the the defeat of the American Army on
entertained Friday afternoon by Mrs. F. Dark," giving the life story of Fannie J. Long
Island, Aug. 27tb, which compelMrs. Scott at Mrs
V. Wright and
led their retreat to New York City, an
Crosby, the blind song writer.
Wright's.
ICol. Sage occupied his former pos tion
Supper and entertainment at the
The tiret division of the letters of the Methodist vestry Tuesday evening unof the British Army by
liood Cheer are asked to meet with Mrs. der the
auspices of the men's class. T.
<»eorge Abbott Tuesday afternoon at J. Kessenden has been engaged as reader land and the fleet up the harbor wae
followed by the evacuation of the ci y,
^ o'clock.
for the evening, assisted by local talent.
marched to Turland
Miss Julia P. Morton is at home foi
e Kan ter vacation from her teaching ie
Abmgton, Mass.

Mr. and Mra. Verue Staples are with
Mr. Staples' parents at Klngfield for a
few weeks.
Mrs. Powers ia rapidly recovering her
health. She baa not yet visited ber
store, but ia in hopea to do so In the
near future.

John

land

The tirst spot of bare ground, as big
A good audience was at the Congretable top, muddy or frozen, half a gational church
Sunday evening, notmarbles
and
a
of
lot
small
dozen
boys
withstanding the more than dubious
An unfailing combination.
walking, to hear Ananda S. Hiwale, the
Miss Isabel Morton, who had been at Hindu. Mr. Hiwale, who has worked
b 'roe l'or a few days, returned Monday his way through Bangor Theological
in hie last year at
naming to Boston, where she is attend- Seminary and is now
Bowdoin, will return to his native land
ing the Art Museum School.
to aid in the missionary work there,
Λ intield R. Allen has exchanged bis lie talked of the life and customs in
Street with Elmer
>uso on Myrtle
India, and of the work which he plans
Briggs for the letter's house on Pleasant to do after his roturn. His address was
Park.
of
Central
street just this side
not only interesting and entertaining
Miss Carrie Gray is at home from Au- but inspiring.
gusta where she has been for the past
Special attraction at Paris Grange Hall
lew weeks. She goes soon to South
Saturday evening, April 3d, by the
an
she
has
where
Mass.,
F-araingham,
scholars of South Paris Grammar School,
oftice position.
followed by a sociable. Music for the
Make your plans tc visit the "Old evening will be furnished by Howard
Penfold. First will be
Dairy Homestead" April 15th and ltith. Shaw and Ralph
Florence McΛ rural comedy drama presented bv specialties: piano duet,
al talent for the benefit of Hamliu Ardle and Hilda Chandler; secoud, Raymond Penfold, tambourine solo; third,
Lodge, So. 31. K. of P.
Doris Culbert, sonss; fourth, Ray NewI
their
off
taken
have
i he hydrants
ton, snare drum, accompanied by Howthe hose carts bave I ard
w uter jackets, and
Shaw, followed by the childen s
is
comwheels.
on
to
back
Spring
«•>ne
drama so acceptably presented at Good
is
oil
the
of
travel
most
even
inir,
though
Cheer Hall a few weeks ago: "The Long
runners, and is likely to be for some 1 Lost
Nephew," with the following cast:
tune yet.
r
Mr. Alexander Calamus,
!
lie
He Bashful.
MlM
The southeast gale of Thursday night Arthur Dauutle-s.
Andrew"'
"
will readily pass for the "line storm
Andy Evergreen,
Kva AtKlreW8
Andrewe
fcva
at least, it is just as well to call it that1 Patty blossom,
while
a
one
was
It
as anything.
Admission for the evening 10 cents.
lively
it lasted, and it lasted as long as most
as a

°\te°îdvaance

in the vicinity of which P'»c®
| tie Bay
in several
well

Daggett's company

engagements

was

®
as m
lhe

as

the one fought on Har era Heights,
American army continuing its "trea'.
Col. Sage's regiment marched to Miles
then to White Plains wLere another severe battle was fought, then to
Phillips Manor and Crum Pond, where
the regiment encamped until he was discharged in January, 1777.
Upon the alarm produced by the
threatened invasion of General Burgovne from Canada, he, in June I7i7
enlisted under Capt. John
ma*°h®d
Col. Lattimore's regiment,
through Berkshire County, Mass to Albany, thence to Saratoga Coun y, and
was stationed on Bemis Heights, participating in the battle that preceded
thesurrender of General Bam-· and
was discharged in December 1777. On
enlieted
his removal to Vermont
sergeant in the company of Capt. Sexto
in Col. Walbridge's regimeut
lie kept up that sort of thing to the
end of the war. So you can cypher it
out that some of our fighting blood
trickled dowq_ from that
we have fought many a battle-a thou
eand miles away from where the gone
were booming and the bullets wereι si i
Heath
The hardest tights we
have ever bad were with J. N.
ly he has been too much for us, out;
°
tlauking n* and cutting off our
Our worthy old progenitor had a
BOI.STKK DISTRICT.
brother who was Professor of Divinity
J. S. Brown was in Minot last Monday. at Yale College for thirty years and who
Eva Swett is at home from Simmons died of wounds received from t
Hritlsh. You don't suppose that it is
College for her Easter vacation.
i*
or probable that any "
possible
Mrs G Ε. Grover of Norway and Miss
of divinity could dribble out from
spirit
Ruby Smith of Bethel were guests at J. a side spring so and somehow get in op
S. Brown's last Wednesday.
der our skin? It must have trickled in
Great ie
It is reported that Mrs. F. R. Witbam, from some other source.
who has been critically ill for the past heredity and hard to
^
three weeks, is slowly improving.

I

Uquare
|

Skinnerjn

Ije

aj

Merrill*

people desired.

Professor Herbert L. Whitman ofl
Ayer, Mass., was here the first of last
week to visit his parent", Mr. and Mrs
Leonard Whitman. Mr. Whitman, who
has been nearly helpless with rheumatism for years, is worse of late.

Some twenty-five from South Paris and
much larger number from Norway
went on the special theatre train Fridaynight to see Ethel Barrymore in "Lady 1
Bertie Wheeler has destroyed about
Frederick" at the Empire, Lewiston.
fifty brown tail nests which he found in
They report it well worth while.
his father's aud other near-by neighbors
The firm of N. Dayton Bolster A Co.,
orchards.
long doing business here as general
BISCOK DISTRICT.
merchants, is about changing its form
to a corporation, under the name of N.
Miss Marie Jackson visited on the Hill
no
will
be
There
Co.
Dayton Bolster
material change in the manner of doin" Tuesday.
business.
W. T. Knightly and wife drove to Norto church Sunday.
Thomas Powers and Mrs. Jane M. way
Rose were married at tbe residence of
W. T. Knightly and family visited at
Mr. Power* on Pleasant Street Thurs- E. L. Porter's Tuesday.
day evening, Rev. T. M. Kewlev officiatMrs. Warren Farrar was visiting at
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Powers are both well
Fred Farrar's last week.
known here, and have many friends to
wish them happiness.
Geo. Chapman got his ice at W. T.
the first of the week.
The central of the Citizens' Telephone Knightly's
Thomas Jackson is staying a few days
Co., which has been for some years at
George F. Eastman's, and has been tend- with his brother, Fred Jackson.
ed by Mrs. hast man, will be moved to
They have given supper, breakfast and
Walter P. Maxim's. If the weather perto 50 tramps at the Paris town
mits the change will be made Wednes- lodging
farm through the year just ending.
day of this week, and there will be no
a nine-year-old
central service for tbe day.
Miss Hazel Prosser,
miss from Groveton, Ν. H., is spending
The annual meeting for the choice of
F. Damon,
Mrs.
with
her
aunt.
the week
officers and members of the hose comand cousin, Mrs. P. A. Ripley.
and
ladder
hook
and
company
panies
will be held at Engine House Hall, SatSouth Paris Savings Bank.
urday, April 3d, at 7 o'clock p. m.
The annual meeting of the South
Fifty cents is allowed for attending this
Paris Savings Bank corporation was
meeting for members present.
held at the bank at 2 o'clock Thursday.
C. W. Bowkkk, Chief Engineer.
The report of the treasurer showed deS. G. Burnell lost the end of the fore- posits at the close of the preceding
hand
Wednesday, week of 3309,871-12. The increase over
tinger on his right
while running tbe shiugle machine in last
year is about $500. For a number
was
He
mill.
Billings'
putting a bolt in of years there has been an almost unithe carriage, and got his hand so near form increase of deposits at the rate of
the edge of the saw that it caught hie §1000
per month. The small
mitteo and drew the hand in, cutting this
the
year is jeadily accounted for hv
off the tip of the linger. The linger was fact well known that between $11,000
amputated near tbe second joint.
and $12,000 was withdrawn from deof this
There's no dodging tbe brown-tail posits in this bank, by people
in the stock
moth. Orcbardists who have examined community, for investment
Trust Go.
iheir trees tind more or less of the nests of the newly organized Paris
No one of the fifty men comprising
The winter hasn't been se»>n them.
the board of Incorporators of the bank
vere enough to give any hope that they
conhave any of them died, and there are has died within the past year,
vacancies to oe
evidently enough of them about to make sequently there were no
good seed for next year. There's only a filled.
I rutueee or lO« uaiiK were Oicucu no
little more time this year to look out for
a

follows:

them.

N. Dayton Bolster.
William J. Wheeler.
John F. Plurumer.
Albert W. Walker.
J. Hasting· Bean.
9. Porter Stearns.
Henry D. Hammond.
James 8. Wright.
Ed wart W l'en ley.

The members of Mrs. A. T. McWhorter's class in tbe Congregational Sunday
School have organized under the name
of Mrs. Wilson's Memorial Class. There
sixteen members, with Mrs.
are now
El ling wood as secretary. The late Mrs.
George A. Wilson was teacher of this
class of adult ladies for years, until failing health compelled her to give it up,
when Mrs. McWhorter took her place.

At the meeting of the trustees, held
after the adjournment of the meeting of
the corporation, N. Dayton Bolster was
re-elected president, J. Hastings Bean
ou wish to see & very fancy pair of
vice-president, and George M. Atwood
two-year-old steers just step into the secretary and treasurer.
bam of Eben E. Chapman, on the Paris
Hill road. They are perfectly matched,
Laundry and House Burned.
with long bodies, straight backs, heavy
The buildings of Edward C. Bean at
limbs and white faces, and at only two
and
residence
as
years of age they girth strong six feel Hebron, occupied
and two inches. These steers were rais- laundry, were burned Friday morning
in the
ed by Solomon H. Millett of Norway, about 8 o'clock. The Are started
who has raised many good ones, and dry room of the laundry, and spread
place, which wa«
they certainly look as though it wonld very rapidly. The Frank
S. Pike, now
be easy for them to bring home a blue formerly owned by
of South Paris, is some distance from
ribbon from almost any fair.
the academy, on the South Paris road
At the meeting of the Seneca Club last It is not within reach of the hydrant eye
WalkMonday evening, with Miss Eva E.
tem which protects the buildings at the
»r, the programme, which was on the academy, but the water main runs neai
on
city of New \ork, included an essay
the house, and there is a stand pip<
the colleges of New York by Miss
and an inch-and-a-balf hose at Mr
on
Garden,
Castle
Uouglaes, an essay
Bean'·. The hose, however, waa not it
the Battery and Ellis Island, by Mrs. condition to use, and nothing of oonse
Eastman, and an essay, A Trip Down quence could be done to check th<
the Bay, by Mrs. Taylor. For tbe pur- names.
pose of raising money for the support of
Considerable of the furniture was eav
the reading room, the club has chosen
ed from the bouse, but the buildingi
sides, under Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Stan- were practically a total loss. A portioi
ley as captains, and will engage in a of the front waa torn away before th< ,
friendly contest terminating June 1st tc lire reached it, but the part not burnec I
A larg< )
»ee which side can raise the larger sum.
is not of any practical value.
t< ,
belonging
of
work,
laundry
I he members of Aurora Encampment, quantity
the academy and others
students-of
the
I O. O. F., eu joyed · very pleasant
waa destroyed.
meeting last Friday evening with Wildej
There was a total insurance of 9*2000
uf Norway, it being tbe district meet
in the Oxford County Patrons' company
< f
the wo encampments arranged
by District Deputy George W. Haskell
Hebron Academy Senior Parts.
The Patriarchal Degree was conferred
on four candidates from Aurora En
The senior class parts at Hebroi
out as fol
campment by tbe degree staff of Wildej Academy have been given
Encampment and then these candidates lows:
Elmer B. Bowkei
with une from Wildej Kocampmeot re· Valedictory,
Prance· I. Murphj ;
the Golden Rule Degree from tb< Salutatory,
E. Phllooi
James
degree team of Aurora Encampment Oration
Address to Hall) and Campos,
James V. Wtnstoi
A banquet followed the work, and tber
Belle T. Mmitt
<*rand High Priest Leon 8. Merrill oJ Address to Undergraduates,
Stanley A. Lawrj
Solon, representing the Grand Encamp History,
Hugh D Thurstoi
Boys' Prophecy,
Edna M. Bensoi ΰ
oient of Maine, waa introduced and
Girls' Prophecy
Violet E. Got t·
Gifts,
of Class
very interestingly, oommendinp [ Presentation
M. Kennlsoi u
Agnes
j®
Class
Poem,
the degree teams highly for tbe manoe
in which tbe work was exemplified
KILLS WOULD-BE SLAYER.
Grand Master Austin S. Esty of th(
ι
Grand Lodge of Massachusetts als<
A merciless murderer ia Appendiciti
tnade some interesting remarks wbicl 1 with many victims. But Dr. King* ι
•ere rery encouraging to the degrei 1 New Life Pills kill it by prevention
r
teams.
Several others from the two en They gently stimulate stomach, live
campment· spoke, and It was nearly ! L and bowels, preventing that cloggln j
ο clock when the members of Auron t that invitee appendicitis, caring Conati
Encampment started for their homes > pation, Biliousneea, Chills, Malarii ,
after another very pleaaant and bene -, Headache and Indigestion. 26c at F. A
ficlal —Mug,
Shurlsfl 4 Co.'a.

Reived

■

the team.
The Dr. J. S. Morgan Company at the
Opera House departed the first of tbe
week to new flelda. Tbe last entertainment waa given Saturday evening. Tbe
company's shows have all been well
atronized and were very pleasing in-

taking,
approaching

purchases

A

PRIZE

FOB

PARIS

THEIR

FAR.MKHS

WORTH

ENDEAVOR.

navigation,
amusing.

one or two aliasea
charged with opening a switch an<
wrecking the Pullman train near Lewis
ton, was discharged at the hearing.

Wm. J. Tobin, with

and 11.00.

Trial bottle free.

teed by F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.

Gnarao

:

8. Porter Stearns.

William J. Wheeler.
Henry D. Hammond.
James S. Wright.
John F. Hummer.
Kdward W. Penley.
Albert W. Walker.
J. Hastings Bean.
MEMBERS or THE CORPORATION :

figured

they

long

signal agreed
D,

[

Winter Wrappers must
(or new goods.
The $1.50 quality now $1.19.
The $1.25 quality now 98c.
The $1.00 quality now 79σ.
Our

I

make

I

M.,

repeating
forty

I

Cummings
ing Norway parties

purchase
purchase
by Norway people
things lively

contemplates selling

shop

Holt, Esq.,

Q. Allen,

fined to bis house for about ten days.
He is much better now.
On Wednesday, April 7th, the Water-1
ford and Norway Dairy Testing Association will be in session at Orange Hall,
Norway. Dairy Instructor L. S. Merrill
and Prof. Hurd will be the speakers.
The first will speak on Breeders' Associations, and the last on Economic Feed-

Baatlnt Machlgnonl, lateofRumford.deceased ; petlUon for order to distribute balance
remaining In his hands presented by Henry T.
Kowe, administrator.

SPECTACLES

ing.

Right; Eye

The ofilcers of Frank T. BartiettCamp,
No. 8, U. S. W. V., elected at the annual

meeting

Flannelette Wrappers» DOMESTIC

I

Regt.,

ing

$4.98, sale price $2.98.

mortal!

A true

if

Wrong.

S. V.C.—Danle E. hrceeer.
J. V. C -Geo. H. Fox.
A'M.-M. L. Ktraball.
Q M —H. L. Blckford.
Officer of the Day—T. L. Heath.
Officer of the Guard—C. B. Andrew*.
Surg.—B. r. Bradbury.
Chap.—Q. H. Cole.

Who can prevent your having them
wrong If you don't get them at the right
place? Not the average apeciacle seller.
Hie buelneee eeeme to be to get your
noee

Tbe officers were Installed by James W.
Carver of Danville.
The Noyes Drug Store has been greatly improved in its general conditions by
Biliie Walker, who has whitewashed the
ceiling of tbe store and in other ways
made more attractive the place.

your

harnessed with a pair that strikes
fancy and opens your purse.

S.

RICHARDS,

go

to

room

were

These dresses are just the thing until
warm weather.
*4 50 quality, sale price 12.98.
$3 50 quality, sale price *2 25.
$2 50 quality, sale price $1 49.

75c, sale price 4!>c.

CORSET COVERS, lace trimmed, all
sizes, 12 l-2c.
ONE LOT NAPKIN?, worth $2.00,
DRAWERS, plain, witb ruffle, 15c.
sale price $1.49.
DRAWERS of tine material, hamburg

Domestics

■

ONE LOT
sale price 98o.

NAPKINS,

worth

$1.98,

and lace
39o.

trimmed,

were

11.98 quality, sale price 11.39.
$1.50 quality, sale price 98c.

There are still some excellent bargains
our Coat Department.
All our Ladies' and Children's Winter
Coats at half price, several styles at less.
All our Children's Summer Coûts that

in
50c, sale pr>ce

ONE LOT Bleached, 17 inch crash,
DRAWERS, in odd sizes and pattern*.
worth 10c, sale price 8c.
98c quality, 75c.
ONE LOT Mercerized Tray Clothe,

price 15c.
TWO LOTS QUILTS, medium sized,
light weight, sale price 49c, 59c.
ONE LOTo( figured Sateens, worth
17c, sale price 12 1 2c.
ONE LOT o( figured Denims, worth
12 l-2c, sale price 7 l-2c.
All Wool Dress Qoods, small lot, jubt
the thing (or spring skirts.
Originally 50c and $1.00, sale price 25c
quality,

25c

sale

and 50c.

The Farmer Needs

Outing
Just

a

marked to

Flannel Robes

the

thing

Coats that were $3 50 and

price $2 98.

The $1.50 quality now »8c.
The $1.25 quality, extra sizes, 98c.

quality,

sell, just

for school

wear.

few left to close out.

The 98c

last seas >n are

carried over from

were

$3.98,

sale

Coats that were $*> 98, sale price $4.98.
Coats that were $2 50 and $2.98, tale

79c.

price

The 50c quality, 39c.

$1.49.

Silk Rubber Raincoats.

Bargains in Hamburgs

Short lengths of 5 and β yard pieces of
edge and insertion, from 4c to 15c a yard,

j

Were $16 50, sale price $12 38.
Were $15 00, sale price $11.25.
Small lot of Ladies' black short coats,
tize 32, out of style, to go at 25c.

a

Bank Account

Much as Any Other
Business Man.

THIS BANK is for everyone, not for the rich alone but also for
only a little and are striving to make more.
We want the business of young men, of business men and especially

those who have
we

want the account· of the farmers in this section of the state.

To

bank account more of a protection or convenience than the.
no one
Our dealings will always be as liberal as safe banking will perfarmer.
mit. The farmer who carries a balance with us during part of the year
will thus establish a credit that will be worth much to him if he can make
is

a

keeping

FLORA

yourselves

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

Announcement.
In order to meet the

have, this

Norway, Maine.

Bankrupt's

These

)

Bankrupt. )

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United State· for the District
of Maine:
N. TALBOT, of Rumford. In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents, that
last past, he was
on the 7th day of April,
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of
to
Bankruptcy; that he has
Congress relating
duly surrendered all his property and rights of
has
and
fully complied with all the
property,
requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed by tho Court to nave a full discharge from
all dobts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of March, A. D. 1909.
LOUIS N. TALBOT, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

LOUIS

district or Maine, as.
On this 27th day of March, A. D. 1909,on readlng the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
A. D,
upou the same on the 16th day of April,
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and thai
notice thereof be published In the Oxford Dem·
In said District, and
ocrât, a newspaper
that all known creditors, and other persons In
said time and place,
at
the
Interest, may appear
and show cause. If any thev have, why the pray'
er of said petitioner sdouUI not be granted.
And it Is further ordered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of resldenco w

correctly modeled, adaptable

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Tort
land, In Raid District, on the 27th day of March,
A. D. 1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. e.J
A-trne copy of petition and order thereon.

Mutual Fire Insurance Co,,
In

Stltm, Mui.
Dec. SI, 190?.

Cash In Offloe and Bank,
Agents' Bab nues,
Interest and Rents,

All other Assets,

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not

admitted

I

48,545 0<
24,0u0 0C
87i',557 W
SI ,248 m
22,0661(
11,759 0!
1,078 61
$999,374 Κ

58 Γ

.» 999,221 81
Assets,
Liabilities Dec 31.1906.
the
of
People's Net Unpaid Loxee*
The annual meeting
4.887 ft
$
324,600 01
Water Company for the election of Unearned Premiums
51 772 Si
All other Liabilities
offlceA will be held at the office of tbe Cash
100.0Ή)0<
Guaranty Capital
treasurer on Saturday, April 3, 1900, at Surplus over all Liabilities
517,922 %
five o'clock, P. M.
81
969,221
and
$
Totil Liabilities
Surplus
GEORGE M. AT WOOD, Treas.
W. B. TARBO.V Kryeburg.
South Paris, Maine, March 25, 1909.
Agents. c E tolMAN A CO., 8outb Paris.
Admitted

13-15

NOTICE.
Having given my son, Howard E. Corbett. hli
freedom, Γ shall not claim any of his earnings
Interfere with his contracts, or pay any bill· ο
his contracting during the balance of his minor

BySouth Paris, March 27,1900.
NANCY D. CORBETT.
18-15
ι

ϋ

NOTICE.
give· notice that sb
administratrix of thi

The subscriber hereby
has been duly appointed
estate of

HAKBY C. POBBB8, late of Bnokfleld.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvei
bonds as the law directs. All persons havlnj
demands against the estate of said deceased ai
desired to present the same for settlement, an<
all Indebted thereto are requested to maki
$3,184,882 30 payment Immediately.
IDA M. FORBES.
March Util, 1909.

won

such

see

as a

the

dainty

Oxfords

shoe

will

styles, they

$3.00, $3.50

and

arouse

$3.50

Boots

$4.00.

your enthusiam.

$^.00.

and

Frothingham,

W. O.

South Paris, Maine.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

SQUARE,

Spring Apparel for Men.
F.

A.

SHVRTLEFF A

F.

CO.

A.

SnCKTI.EFr

Protect your skin from the

winds

by using

*

CO.

The

very

no

a

Bottle.

AT THE PHARMACY OF

:

son.

Most of the

kinds of

spring
boys.

and

THE
|fj

chance to

largely

this

new

novelties.

All

grades

sea-

The
and
men

not all g ine.

save

We have

of the lots.

some

a

few left.

It'iw a great

money.

FOSTER,

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

F. A. MHURTLEFF * CO.

RHVBTLEFF * CO.

are

H. B.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

A.

worn

overshirts have arrived.

underwear and union suits for

Your size is here in

F. A. SH U RTLEFF & CO.,
F.

new

MARK DOWN SUITS

and Overcoats

equal.

25 cents

the color which will be

green

shirt stock is full of

It makes
It is the best Toilet Cream we know of.
the skin smooth, soft and white, and preserves it from
the action of drying winds, cold, and bright sunshine.
For chafing, chapping, roughness of the skin, and

sunburn it has

goods for spring are coming in every day.
new shapes in hats and caps are here.
They are
neat and becoming.
Many styles and shades of

new

The

Spring

Our Rose Almond Cream.

Attest:—-JAMES Ε HEWEY, Clerk.

Holyoke

have

shoes

SOLD THE WORLD OVER.

printed

stated.

SHOES.

The finest line of NECKWEAR and
the "Crown" SHIRT WAISTS I have

MARKET

~

} In

we

LOOK!

fame

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Petition for Discharge.

wishes of many patrons,
department for

PATRICIAN

spring opening

In the matter of
LOUIS N. TALBOT,

expressed

season, established a

reliable, economical and modish product that we
take great pleasure in showing the attractive new styles and
cordially invite your inspection of the same. Come in and

shown.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Total Liabilities and Sorplu

Children's Dresses

SHORT SKIRTS of good quality cotton, trimmed with lace and insertion,
were 50c, now 29c.
SHORT SKIRTS, hamburg aud lace

FARMERS

People's Water Company.

118-16

were

by

Assets
Burns, New England 12-4, Oxford and R"Sl Frt-ite
13tf Mortgage Loan',
Otisfield 14, Oxford.
Stocks and KondF

jûjSS

C roe λ-bar

98c, sale price 79c.
Infants' Sweaters, were 50c, sale price
59c.

ton, several styles, marked to 98c.
LONG SKIRTS with wide lloJnce
witb hamburg edge, sale price 50c.

trimmed,

6 Pleasant St., South Paris, Me.
Dr. A. H. Staples has been confined to
his house during the week with an
abscess.
John Walker has returned to Poland
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Spring for the season.
matter of
)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Noyes and In the
borrowing at other times.
FLORA A. BROWN,
} In Bankruptcy. more money
and
Boston
in
visited
Mildred,
Bankrupt. )
daughter,
West Medford during the week.
Γο the Hon. Clabencb Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United Statea for the District
Mrs. Walter Leavitt of Lynn, Mass.,
of Maine :
a bank account at THIS STRONG NATIONAL B\NK
returned to Norway with ber mother,
A. BROWN, of Bumford, In the Coun- try
Mrs. F. W. Faunce, who has been with
Maine, In said
ty of Oxford, and State of that
how safe, convenient and easy it is.
on the 9th and find out for
her daughter, Mrs. Hugh Pendexter, at ! District, respectfully represents
of Jan., last past, she was duly adjudged
lay
son
Leavitt
Mrs.
Y.
a«d
Ν.
Rochester,
under the Acte of Congress relating to
Don't delay but mail your deposit TO-DAY.
I bankrupt
will visit in Norway for several weeks.
Bankruptcy; that she haa duly euircndered all
Mrs. Sarah Farnum has returned from her property and rights of property, and hae fully
said Acts
compiled with all the requirements of her
tbe Central Maine General Hospital at ! and
bankof the orders of Court touching
Lewiston to ber North Norway home. ruptcy.
Wherefore ehe prays, That she may be docreed
She has been at tbe hospital for nearly a
to have a full discharge from all
month. She was moved from tbe village by the Court
ilebte provable agalnet her estate under said
to ber home on a bed.
Acts, except such debta aa are exbankruptcylaw
from such discharge.
It is reported tbat Frank A. Danfortb cepted by
Dated this 18th day of March, A. D. 1909.
has purchased a place at Southern Pines,
FLORA A. BROWN, Bankrupt.
N. C. Mr. and Mrs. Danfortb have for
Order of Notice Thereon.
several winters made their borne at that District of Maine, se.
Danforth's
of
Mr.
on
account
thle
27th day of Mar., A. D. 1909, on reading
On
place
the foregoing petition, it Is
health.
Ordered
by the Couit, that a hearing be had
Lewis Lovejoy, one of Norway's best
upon tho same on the 16th day of April, A. D.
known citizens, died at his home in this 1909, before said Court at Portland, In said Disat 10 o'clock In the forenoon : and that novillage the 19th Inst. Mr. Lovejoy was trict,
He tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demobom in Greenwood July 3, 1824.
a
crat,
newspaper printed In said District, aLd
was tbe son of Frye and Lucinda Love- that all known creditors, and other persons In
in
1850,
to
He
moved
Interest,
may appear at the eatd time and place,
Norway
joy.
cause, If any they have, why the
where be has since resided. He was a and ehowsaid
petitioner should not be granted.
praverof
a
In
and
engineer.
religion
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
carpenter
Methodist. In politics a Democrat. A the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credever
copies of said petition and thia order, admember of tbe "Old Iron Club Reform- itors
dressed to them at their places of residence as
ers." He was greatly respected by all stated.
Witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
Puneral services Sunday attended by
Watch this space next week for announceand the seal thereof, at PortRev. C. A. Brooks. He is survived by of the said Court,
in said District, on the 27th day of March,
land,
of
his sons, Harry E. of Norway, Β. H.
A. J). 1909.
of Millinery.
of
ment
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. S.J
Salem, Mass., and F. W. of Norway.
and order thereon.
of
A
true
copy
petition
after
Victor M. Whitman and wife,
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
several months in tbe west, returned

I

Waistings

In Dimities, Mailrae, and
Muslins.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that h» has
'icon duly apnolnted administrator with tho
will annexed of the last will and tee lament of
JANE GREEN, late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds aa the law directs. All persons havtng
demande against the estate of said docease I ai e
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
A. MONT CHASE.
March 16th, 1909.

do

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

Marching

copy—Attest
^ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

as

It Is by knowing the optical business
thoroughly and attending to it properly
that we hope to build and keep a reputation.

The baked bean supper followed by ao
old faehiooed social was in order at the
Congregational oburcb vestry on Wednesday evening. Tbe attendance was
unusually large and tbe evening a most
pleasant one for all.

HERRICK,
Jndge of said Court.

ADDISON E.

Hurters and
Makers

Headache

are:

Coin.—SanirerS. Maxim.

NEAR DEATH IN BIQ POND.
WESTERN ASSURANCE COMPANY,
Toronto, Dominion of Cauda.
It was a thrilling experience to Mra
ASSETS DEC. SI, 1906.
Ida Soper to face death. "For years
$1,808,84* 48
and
Bonds,
Stocks
sul
severe lung trouble gave me intense
188,880 81
Cash In Office and Bank,
time I Agents' Balances,
several
"and
814,78011
she
writes,
feting,"
7,888 82
Bills Beoelvable,
nearly caused my death. All remedie I Interest
24,884 88
and Bents
failed and doctors said I was incurable
$3,184,882 20
Gross Assets,
Then Dr. King's New Discovery brough
quick relief and a oure so pertnanen
Assets
$8,184,683 20
Admitted
twelv
in
that I have not been troubled
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1808.
years." Mr·. Soper Uvea in Big Pond
$ 818,715 9»
I
Net Unpaid Losses,
an<
in
wonders
Cougn·
Pa. It work·
1,241,876 40
Unearned Pnmlams,
La I Ail other Liabilities
68
21,997 66
Hemorrhages,
Sore
Cold·,
Lungs,
21^7

Orippe, Asthma, Croup, Wbooplni
Cough and all Bronohial affections. 50

TRUSTEES

Dayton Bolster.

Muslin Underwear with
Orders

ROBES of fine quality cotton sod nainMADRAS WAISTINGS, many patoriginally 11.49 and sook, trimmed with iace and embroidery, ; terns, fine finish, were 25c, sale price
11.98.
beading and ribbon, high and low neck, 12 l-2c.
$1.49 (or waists originally 11.98 and some large sizes in the lot.
DIMITIES, in white, were 12 l-2c, 10c,
$2.98.
Originally $1.25, 91.49, $1.98, 12.49, sale price 8c.
LINEN WAI8TS, strictly tailored.
sale price 98c.
CROSS-BARS, checked and figured,
$1.49 and $1.98 (or waists originally
SEVERAL STYLES ROBES, were 75c were 25c, sale price 15c.
$1.98 and $2.98.
and 79c, sale price 59c.
Ladies' and Children's Sweaters
FLANNEL WAISTS, mostly large
ONE LOT ROBES, short sleeves, low
Ladies' extra heavy Coat Sweaters in
sizes.
neck, sale price 39c.
grey, were $4.1)8, sale price $3 75.
59c (or waists originally 98c.
LONG SKIRTS, good quality cotton,
Ladies' Coat .Sweaters in cardinal and
NUNS' VEILING WAISTS, marked trimmed with tucks and wide hamburg
navy, were $3 98, sale price $2.75.
to $1.49.
Misses' Sweater Coats, in grey only,
edge and insertion to match, were $2 50,
MESCALINE SILK WAISTS, slightly sale price $1.49.
were $1.50, sale price 11.10.
turned light colon, long sleeves, were
Infants' Sweaters in white and red,
LONG SKIRTS of good wearing cot-

Norway !

Last fall there was shipped from South
Paris one car-load of potatoes raised on
This statement should reone farm.
ceive more than a passing notice; first,
because it is the only car-load lot shipped from this place by tbe raiser in
more than ten years, and second, because several hundred car-loads should
be shipped each year. VYe have a fine
soil for this purpose and much better
transportation facilities and much lower
trausportation rates than the Aroostook
farmers.
Tbe potatoes above mentioned brought
seventy cents a bushel at the depot. As
three hundred buehels were raised on a
single acre, the crop was a very profitable one. Such crops mean greater
prosperity, more money brought into
town and a greater increase in farm
values.
Through the liberality of a friend who
desires to enconrage potato raising in
the town of Paris, The Oxford Democrat
will offer three prizes, a first of twentyfive dollars, a second of twenty dollars,
and a third of fifteen dollars to tbe ones
raising the three largest number of
bushels of salable potatoes on a single
acre of land in the town of Paris in the
year 1909. This offer is open to all, but
the names of those intending to compete must be sent to tbe Democrat before
June 15th next.
Tbe land and potatoes will be measured under tbe direction of some one appointed by the Oxford Democrat. In
tbe fall a full description of the methods
used and the results obtained by tbe
successful competitors will be published. Saturday much pleased with their trip.
It is hoped that a large number will
The fire alarm was sounded from Box
enter into this contest and show what
28, corner Main and Cottage Streets,
can be done in Oxford County by tbe Monday
morning at a little beuse of modern methods in raising pota- fore eix o'clock.
The fire was in Levi
toes.
Frost's house on Summer Street. Damage about $150. Insured.
Death of Hon. Almon Young.
Mrs. F. E. Drake is with ber sisters,
Bon. Almon Young died Saturday fore- Mrs. Frank Knigbt and Mrs. Howard
noon at his home in Portland, to which Winchester,
at Mancbester-by-the-Sea,
city he moved about a year since from Mass.
hie former home in Hiram. Ue had
Albert Canwell, after being housed all
been in feeble health for some time. Mr. winter with a bad ankle, is again seen
Young was born in Limington, Pec. 10, upon tbe streets. He is obliged to
1831. His father was a practical lum- exercise great care, however.
berman, and Alraon's youth was spent
A largely attended meeting of tbe
in working with him. His educational Oxford County Fruit Growers' Associacommon
the
advantages were limited to
tion was held Wednesday at 0range
schools.
Hall. Fruit raisers from a considerable
At the age of 22 he began doing small distance were present, and manifested
jobs of lumbering for himself with fail much interest. Tbe principal part of
In 1855 be formed a partner- tbe time was taken up by Professor
success.
ship with his brother, Peter B. Young, Gardner of tbe University of Maine,
under the name of Α. Λ P. B. Young, who spoke especially of tbe importance
and this partnership was never broken and the best methods of orchard culexcept by death. They conducted a tivation and spraying.
store in Sebago, and did lumbering jobt
Samuel J. Record of thie place was
in eeveral places, besides engaging in elected president of the Maine branch of
other enterprises. In December, 1867, the Master Horseshoers' National Prothey bought a store and dwelling al tective Association, at its annual meetHiram, where they thereafter lived. ing in Bangor last Tuesday.
They did quite an extensive business in
To Break la Ktw Mmm Alwiyi Us·
the manufacture of clothing, ran a saw
It prevent» Tightmill at Hiram, ran a corn packing busi- Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder.
ness and Blistering, cure* Swollen, Sweating,
ness, did lumbering iu different places, Aching feet. At all Druggists and shoe store·.
and had more or less other enterprises. 25c. Sample mailed ΓΒΒΒ. Address, A. 8.
11-14
Mr. Young bad served in several town Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
offices in Hiram as well as in towns
wherehe lived previously, was representWanted.
ative for one term from the district it
A situation as an experienced nurse.
which Hiram was included, and was foi
Write to Mrs. A. E. Townsend, Oxford,
one term in the state senate from Ox
ford County.
Maine, R. F. D. 1, or telephone E. L.
that th<
It is' gravely announced
Aerial Navigation Co. will not put
dirigible in service on the Boston tc
New York line the coming summer
because they want to start with an air
ship that will carry seven to fifteen pas
will carrj
sengers rather than one that
Which announcement, at the
three.
present stage of development of aeria
is entirely latisfaotory. Als<

Ν.

trimmed with lace

98c (or waists

I

looking

suPPj}08·

trace.^

ne<-, a daughter.
In South Norwalk, Ct, March 14, to the wife ol
Jamea H- Brook*, a aon.
In Stoughton, Mass., March 22. to the wife ol
Hal B. Baton, a ran. Charles Sargent
In Norway, March 21, to the wife of Elor

Bargains in Waists

Vice-President,

Treasurer,
Seentary,

Parte, March 25, to the wife of E. B. Curtis

Thursday Night, April 1.

This sale not only includes winter merchandise which must
go, but new goods for summer wear.

LAWN WAISTS,
and embroidery.

Wn>. O. Frothlngbam.
N. Dayton Bolster.
F rod W. Bonncv.
J. Hastings Bean.
Edward W. Penley.
John F. Plummer.
fleo. A. Briggs.
Brown, a daughter.
Wallace Ryerson.
In Upton, March 13, to the wife of Jamea Big
Henry D. Hammond. Edwin N. Haskell.
Wilbur L. Farrir.
Frank A. Sbartleff.
ger, a daughter.
In Upton, March 20, to the wife of Will Brown, Albert W. Walker.
Jns<ph A. Kenney.
a con.
Chailes W. Bowker.
William J. Wheeler.
shoe
in
the
work
that
It is understood
In Monroe Bridge, Mass., March II, to the i S. Porter Btearna.
Win. A. Porter.
Walter L. Gray.
factories may be a little dull until after wife of frank K. Harvey (nee Florence Ellen James 8. Wright.
a daughter, Alice Genette.
Albert
Kimball
of
At
D. Park.
M.
wood.
Bethel)
ocwill
which
stock
George
annual
the
In Albany, March 21, to the wife of Harry Hudson Knight
Geoige B. Morton.
season
cur shortly, but the
Jamea G. Little Qeld.
Leander S. BtlUngs.
MoKally, a daughter.
In Norway, March 14, to the wife of Alphonse Franklin Maxim.
Chas. G. * ndrrws.
promises to be one of tbe best for years
LI η wood L. Powers.
Wlnfit Id 8. Starblnl.
Bllodeau, a daughter.
as the large order list indicates.
Delbert M. Stewart.
Wbeeler.
Alton
C.
Elden Stevens bas gone into the wood
James D. Haynes.
Arthur E. Forbes.
at
North
slabs
business. He
Loren B. MerrillNelson G. Elder.
Grinflll
Stuart.
H
Howard.
Charles
in
tbe
Waterford and sells them
Oscar Barrows.
Hiram Pulslfer.
market.
Albert
L.
Holmes.
Bennett.
John
In South Parle, Match20, by Rev.T.N. HewforThe fishermen are now
Frank A. Taylor.
lev. Mr. Thomas Powers and tin. Jane M.Roas, J Ferd King.
Alfred H. Jackson.
J. P. Richardson
ward to the time when tbe ice "will go both of South Paris.
Herbert G. Fletcher.
In Portland, March 9. Mr.'Aubrev Dyer ol George B. Crockett.
out." It seems to the ordinary
U. Hiram Heald.
Olbau A. Maxim.
have it Portland, formerly of Sumner, aqd Mrs. Agnes
time yet, but
to be a
ltelcher of Rockland, Mass.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Secy.
1315
to a certainty and appear to
In Norway. March 20, by Rev. Merrill C. Ward,
Mr. tiny Haitlett and Miss Roaella Edna (Greenthink it will shortly come to pass.
PROBATE NOTICES.
wood, both of East Bethel.
Tbe
upon to call out the
In Oxford, by Rev. Mr. Callahan, Mr. William To all persons Interested in either of the estates
Ν G. S.
2d
members of Co.
Caldwell of East Oxfotd and Miss Susie Hutchhereinafter named :
Ina.
soundAt a Probate Court, at Paris, In vacation, In
in case of immediate action is the
and
for the County of Oxford, on the 25th day o'
on the fire alarm 22 and
March, In the year of our Lord one thousand
memThere are now about
same.
nine hundred and nine, the following matter
bers of tbe company within the sound of
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Ordered :
tbe fire alarm system.
In Sumner, March 24, Infant daughter of Mr.
That notice thereof be given to all persons InThe village schools, after a two weeks' and Mr*. C. L. Hammond.
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
8arah
Hamilton
March
Witt,
In
19,
three weeks successively In the Oxvacation, are in session for tbe spring aged Norway,
published
9
66 years, 3 months,
days.
ford Democrat, a newspaper publlabed at South
term.
In Korwav, March 19. Lewis Lovcjoy, aged 84
In said County, that they may appear at a
Paris,
8
IS
of Paris is interest- years, months,
days.
Ν. A.
Probate Court to be held at said Parts, on the
In Chllllcothc, 111., March 20, Harold Brldg.
of
third Tuesday of April, A. D. 1909, at nine of the
In the
bam, formerly of Hucklleld, aged 48 years.
In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
clock
severof
the Bnick auto. Tbe
In Norway, March 13, Infant aon of Mr. and
they see cause:
this sea- M re. Paul Locke.
al machines
In Norwav, March 23, Marlon Ada Brown,
Mary P. Wentworth, late of Brownfield,
this Bummer.
son will make
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elon Brown, aged 2 deceased; petition for license to sell and convey
The members of tbe Univemalist Cir- days.
real estate presented by Arthur Merrill and
In Mechanic Fall*, March, E. 8. Berry, former- William H. Wentworth, executors.
cle were with Mrs. Charles F. Rldlon on
ly of West Parle, aged 79 years.
Friday evening.
Vlrgtl II. Whitman et *1·, minor betrs of
In Buckflcl I, March 27, Col. Albert W. Bradhie
Hosea B. Whitman, late of Mexico, deceased;
Oscar I. Pitts
bury of Portland, aged 69 years.
In West Parlr, March 27, Mrs. Susan B. Claf- petition for license to sell and convey real estate
blacksmith business on Bridge Street.
presented by Handall L. Taylor, guardian.
lln.
Mr. Pitts has been in bis present
In Portland, March 27, Almon Young, formerKdward £. Allen, late of Paris, deceased;
several yeaas.
ly of Hiram, aged 77 years.
first account presented for allowance by James
has been conCharles E.
administrator.

<^nerJ

For Best Acre of Potatoes.

In

daughter.
Woodbury Ruaaell and crew are doing In North Buckflekl, March 12, to the wife ol
Heald. a ran.
good work aawing wood at some Washington
la Sumner, Match 22, to the wife ofC. L. Ham
places in the village. A lot of ten cords mond,
a daughter.
of wood is only a few hours' work for
In Sumner, March 23, to the wife oX C. A. Bon
a

Closes

Opened Friday Morning, March 26.

omcni:
N. Dayton Bo liter.
J. Hastings Bean.
George M. Atwood.
George M. Atwood.

President,

very

I

j

J.

head.

Days' Wonder Sale!

Seven

wu teen in the red face, hand· and bod]
Four weeks old March 31st.
of the little aon of H. M. Adam· of Hen
rietta, Pa. His awful plight from
S. BROWN,
eczema had, for Ave year·, defied all
South Paris.
R. F. D. 2.
remedies and baffled the beat dootors,
who «aid the poisoned blood bad affeot
ed hit lunge and nothing could save him.
STATE OF HAINE.
"But," writea hla mother, "aeven bottles of Electrio Bitter· completely cured
OXFORD, M.
him." For Eruptions, Eczema, Salt I COUNTY OF
ι-onth Pari*, Main». March SB, 1909.
Rheum, Sore· and all Blood Disorder!
In conformity with tlie provisions of Bee. 17 of
and Rheumatism Electrio Bitten li Cbapt. 48 of tbe Bevlsed 8tatutea, the following
la
at a list of the offlcera and eorporatsupreme. Only 50c. Oaaranteed by F. orapublished
of the Sooth Parla Saving* Bank, elected at
À. Shurtleff A Co.
the annual election held at aald Bank on Thursday, the 25th day of March, 1909:

Mrs. Benj. Ricbardecn wm thrown
from ber sleigh a few day· since, and In
aomo way' something fell upon ber two
raontha old baby. She did not know the
child waa injured until ahe reached Baat
Water ford when It waa found the ohild
The roada were very bad and
was dead.
in turning the aleigh waa overturned.
The iDjury to the child was upon Its

I

Washington, April 20th,
Some maple syrup in the market
•'In accordance with your request foi
the season so far has been abou • the
military and personal biatorj o

though

as

gamy, whether

ao

I ternal aide, John
by Mm·, waj
lout on the firing Daggett
Une In the old war
I This comet from the war departmen

Clinton Park of Presque laie, a stu
dent in Batee College, is at Albert D
Park's

Jay

cam ρ

I

Pigs for Sale.

TBS LURID GLOW OF DOOM

NORWAY.

Wtrtrt/

We Still Have a Good Line A CASH SALESATURDAY
of Men's Walk Over Shoes
Penley & Plummer's
$5.00 kind, calf lined and heavy soles, which we
selling for $4.00 ; and a line of Patent Leather Fitzu
and Walk Over $4.00 grade for $3.00 ; Fitzu $3.50 kind
for $2 50 ; Iroquois $3 00 kind for $2.00 ; and a small

The
are

LOT OF WOMEN'S SOROSIS
The

for $2.50; Evangeline $3 00 kind for
lot of Patent Leather and Gun Metal

$3.50 grade

$2.00; and

a

Pumps $2.50 grade

for

We Also Have Some

$1.50.

Special

Trades in Suit Cases.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAT, MAINE.
TelepXxono

ON THE FOLLOWING GOODS:

6 gal. Oil 66c.
1 peck Onions 26c.
40c. Molasses for 30c.
3 lbs. Prunes for 26c.
Peanuts 6c. a quart.

A

a

gal.

Cheese 16c. per pound.
2 lbs. A. & H. Brand Soda 10c.
Blue Ribbon Raisins 10c.
60c. Tea for 40c.

Trade in Smoked Shoulders,
long as they last, 9c. a pound.

Big

Opp.

Grand Trunk

as

Depot, South Paris.

CASTOR IA Fff Inflate tod Ctâdrsn.

IWKMYwHinAlwmBought

Bears the

—

LIFE'S GREATEST HAPPINESS

ThePuzzler

Is freedom from sickness and fullness of health. The
"L F." Atwood's Bitten have earned a great repu-

true

tation

of

through sixty years

All dealar· »ell "L. F." 35 c.nta

—

ON

No. 428.—At School.

bottle.

Tenney,

Friday, April 16th,
Eyes

M4P.X.

Friday, April 9th.

At Rumford,

examined free and all Glasses

patterns and clean warranted satisfactory.

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE,

NORWAY,

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

HELP WANTED.
Kingleside Farm wants to hire a
good hand for the season. Must be
a good milker and give satisfactory

references.
11 tf

Tel. 3a Citizens' line.
S. M. KING.
NOTICE.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby (ttvee notice that he
administrator wltli
haa t'cen duly
the will annexed of the estate of
ALBIN A 8. COLE, late of Woodstock,
Id the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bond* a· the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired tc present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
A. MONT CHASE.
March 16th. 1909.

appointed

The subscriber hereby give· notice that ehe
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
estate of
ISAAC A. TOBIN, late of Canton,
tn the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said dccease<i
tre desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to raak·

payment Immediately.
March 16th, 190».

HATTIE M.

MAYO.

THIS NAME

bag of cement guarantees it
contain the finest ground, besi
cement in the world—bar none.

Pi|I|i

lo

EDISON
Portland Cement

Îhip's

ground by machinery, specially invented for the purpose by Mr.
Edison, that mixes the materials in accurate proportions, burns them
perfectly, and grinds them to a powder so fine that it
is

by 10%

Beats Govt. Standard

better than standard, will positively bind 10ut> more sand or
stone than any other cement on the market, goes
farthest and is therefore most economical.

Every pound

is

guaranteed

toy

Sold,

A. W. Walker <L Son,
South Paris, Maine.

help.

Napoleon

of the most som-

was one
*

bre men of his day.
There I saw Anna,

polishing

the sil-

ver.

The mutiny broke out In the military
cantonments.
They say it was a mad rascal who
tried to shoot the king.
While firlnrr a bomb a young artil-

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated

leryman shot off his finger.
I always take an Ice at the Crystal

Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

on

Palace concerts.
Minerva was α
minded female.

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

goddess

and a strong

Pipe, Fittings.
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Power
and
Electric
City Water
and
Light.
Valves
Plumbing Supplies.
running

order and

machine work and

doing a good

plumbing.

general repairing

business in

Address,

of

|

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS
GOOD
AS

A
DAILY

Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a free

Pianos
Large Stock

sample

^

copy.

Organs.
Organs.

of New Pianos and

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
a

good

trade in musical instruments.

W. J. Wlieeler,
util

BURNT ΛΙ.Μ0Ν1)

PTjTSASES

Keep

When in want of

anything

in our lines give

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

MIND!

lxx
us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing

Paper,

Putty,

Nails,]

Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
Hoaae Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Roof Paints,
Turpentine,
Brushes.
Liqnid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath «ft Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

rola.
No. 425.—School house Clock Puzzle:
A straight line across the clock which
cuts between the three and four and
the nine and ten divides the dial Into
halves each of which contains numbers footing up thirty-nine.
No. 42C.—Beheadings—Words: Eden,
lark, lels. zany, abet, burn, eton, tell,
tiale. Initials spell Elizabeth.
No. 427.—Cbamde:
Maine, main,
mane.

428.
Scriptural Transposais:
Mary, Andrew. Elira, Abel. Selr, Asher,
Xebo. Dan. Leah, Troas, Levi. Silas,
Kuth, Erfnm.
No.

—

SIMPLE REMEDY FOR

LA GRIPPE.

La grippe coughs are dangerous as
they frequently develop into pneumonia.
Foley's Honey and Tar not only stops
the cough but heals and strengthens the
lungs so that no serious results need be
feared. The genuine Foley's Honey and
Tar contains no harmful drugs and is in
Refuse substitutes.
a yellow package.

Telephone·

have a few first class wheelbarrows.

and Electrical

8npplie·—We sell

best for automobiles and

Call and

see

them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the I

telephoned.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

CKEAM.

a

them
which has boon melted and browned to
caramel; cool, add a teaepoonful of
vanilla and balf a teaepoonful of almond
extract, and fold into rich ice cream
made with the yolks of eggs; add when
Peanuts may bo
this is balf frozen.
used in place of almonds.

for?"

"For rum-punch and things like that."
"But why is it called a loving cup?"
"Because it's for people loving rum
punch and things like that"
Bloodine Liver Pills cure Siok Head-

aches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
and Constipation, 25c, a box, mailed by
The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boaton, Mass.

I.—The Pequot War
By Albert Fijihh TirhaM

crooks and walleta.

LANDIKQ OF

ROGER

WILLIAMS.

denly

to the fact that
the white man was not merely his
guest In the new country, but his life
and death rival for that country's pos-

session.
nent, It

The North American contiIs true, contained 0,446,000

miles, and all the Europeans
put together who came here In the
early days would scarcely have occupied a ten-thousandth of that territory,
equare

but the clash between settlor and aborigine came almost at once.
The first Important conflict of the
sort was between the New England
pioneers and a fierce tribe known as
At Plymouth and at
the Pequots.
Massachusetts Bay there were thriving settlements, aud a hundred persons (offshoot of these colonies) settled In the Connecticut valley, arriv-

ing there July 4, 1630.

Narragansett· tribe

The powerful

of Indians was
friendly to them. So were the Mohicans.
But the Pequots who were at
odds with both these tribes, resented
the white Intruders' presence and
made life a perilous burden to them.

Here and there a pioneer family was
wiped out, and the settlers usually
took prompt vengeance on the nearest
The race hatred gradually
savage.
At last the Pecrew to fever heat
quot chief. Sassacus, lilt on a plan of
forming- an alliance with the Narragansetls and. combining forces, to exterminate the English from one end
of the Connecticut valley to the other.
The plot might well have succeeded
but for the ltev. Roger Williams, a
clergyman who bad been turned out
of the Massachusetts colony because
he believed every one was entitled to

religious freedom. The New Englandhad left Europe because they were
not allowed there to worship God In

ers

Almost as soon as
their own way.
thev reached here they began to persecute Quakers. Catholics and all who
disagreed with them In religious be-

lief.

Williams,

fleeing

from

th*m·

seventy

roofed wigwams.

Quick climatic changes try strong con- Here was gathstitutions and cause, among other evils, ered nearly nil
nasal catarrh, a troublesome and offen- the Pequot nasive disease.
Sneezing and snuffing, tion.
Before
coughing and difficult breathing, and dawn on May 20,
the drip, drip of the foul discharge into
the Eugiish
the throat—all are ended by Ely's Cream 1037,
Balm. This honest remedy contains no reached the spot.

There were two
entrances to the
fort. Mason and
Underbill divided
their forces, and
each leader, with
half the white
settlers, crept to
did you do
The red allies
one of these oi>enlngs.
"By not buying about ten thousand were massed behind as reserves. Bewent
stock
that
shares of a certain
up $8 fore the
signal for attack could be
a share without a single setback."
given, a dog inside the fort scented the
How can any person risk taking some étrangers and barked. A Pequot sen-

cover

with paraffine.—Harper'· Bazar.
Hints.

Miss Ellen Terry at a reception once
talked about the innumerable women
who asked her to help them get on the

tinel's shout of "Owanux!" ("English!")
aroused the earap. Then the onslaught

began.

Charging through the gates, the English rushed on their half awake foes,
shooting them down and setting fire to
their wigwams. Captain Mason in his
officia! report thus described what fol-

✓
lowed:
"Most courageously these Pequots behaved themselves, but such a terror
did the Almighty let fall on their spirits that they would fly from us and
run into the very flames, where many

"The fact Is," she sala, "every
HOT COFFEE FOR OUTINGS.
woman under -thirty believes she is an
The greatest luxury, as well as the actress, and every actress," she added,
most^ difficult thing to obtain is hot "believes she is under thirty."
coffee for a luncheon in the park or the
of them perished."
woods. Make, and season as desired,
Don't suffer with Sprains, Strains,
the coffee at home, and while boiling Bruiees or Pains, but use Bloodine Rheuhot put into a can or jar or paii that matic Liniment and you will be relieved
Teddy*· 8ecret.
can be securely sealed—I use milk botin a minute. 25c. and 60c. a bottle. The
"Bobby. I've a secret—
while
water
in
hot
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Promise not to tell—
tles, standing tbem
8uch a lovely aecret
pouring in the coffee, and sealing them
All about a shell!
with the little paper covers used by the
"Do you find great wealth a burden?"
milkmen.
Wrap the bottles tightly,
"Sometimes," answered Mr. Cumrox.
while they are still boiling hot, in several "There's never any telling when mother
thicknesses of woolen cloth, then in and the girls are going to invest in a
newspapers, and tie closely. It is on touring car or 'a steam yacht or some
the same principle as the flreiess cooker, such form of worriment and
responsistage.

An Elixir of Lif·.
"An annuity Is the best elixir of life
I know of," said the examining physi"It
cian of an insurance company.
sometimes seems as If annuitants
never die. We have lots on our books
who top eighty, ninety and even nine
ty-llve years. I have passed many a
sickly and decrepit old fellow as a
good annuity risk—the sicklier they
are, you kuow, the better risk they
make—and the next year he has turned up to collect his annuity rejuvenated, rosy, spry as a boy. The secret?
The secret is that financial worry, fear
of the poorhouse, uges and kills off
more people than all the deadly disRelease an old man
eases combined.
i>y means of an annuity from all this
worry, and lie throws off his years and
walks erect ami happy and fearlessly

youtic."

It Is said that the Parisian gives up
about 20 per cent of hi·* Income for
taxes.

■TATEBOOM· 9I.OO.

Steamships

years.

J
FJ
f

for young
use 88
It's the beet

Through ticket·
railroad stations.

Indigestion,
Sour Stomach, Biliousness and Constipation. Expels

Freight rate* m low as other lines.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

worms.

Lm elk M dfcjLW-Al el ieskrs

Picture Frames

HILLS,

and Pictures,

Optioian.

Mats, Mirrors
High Grade Portrait Work
Sepia and Oil a specialty,

EXPOSURE BRINGS ON

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Rheumatism.
Painful in its mildest form,

becoming

an

agony

or

L. M. TUFTS,

quickly

torture if neg-

When you feel the first pain
in the muscles, the first slight stiftIt
ness in the joints take Bloodine.
lected.

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

immediately

Patents

and

PBOOF.

SHAMOKIN. l'A., Sept. 14, '<«.
Gentlemen —I wish to thank you for the Κ'κχΐ
I have suffered
that "Bloodine" has itonc me.
with Rheumatism anil Kidney trouble for veais,
and have tried a areat many remedies, with Mule
or no results until I was advised by Dr. L. HTolverton to trv your Bloodine.
Well, In three days I was able to work, an«l
can truthfully «ay that "Bloodhie" le the greatI oui recommend
est rtnicdy I ever heard of.
It to all suflerere.

TRADE MARK!

Design·
Copyright· Ac.

....

Anyone lending » sketch end description mi;
oulcklr ascertain our opinion free whether at;
Intention U probably patentable. Communie»lions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patanti
rent free. Oldest aeenry for secunai[patents.
Patente taken through Muun A Co. ncelv*
tpteial notice, without charge. In tb·

JOSEPH KRAMER.

No. 905 N. Shamokln St.

Scientific American.

Rheumatism is caused by uric acid in
the blood.
Cast this acid out of the body and you
are at once cured.

A handiomely Illustrated weekly. ΐΛΓββιι rtr
eolation of en* identlde Journal. Ternn. »J a
rear ; four month·, |L Sold brail new»4e*I«r«.

fcfiCi!!!1

FREE.
Mrs. A. C. Taintor, Colchenter, Conn.,
writes that a free sample bottle of Blood- COUNTY
FREE.

to

STATE

OF

MAIXE.

your

Company, Boeton, Maes.

the Scotch.

reasonable diligence; that «he ha· used due
gencc In trying to locate said libelant, but wlti.

out avail; that your libelant believe· It just an I
They buy Quaker Oats and consider
proper that the bonds of mstilmony between l r
and her said husband should be dissolved
it the leader of all oatmeals to be had
A new Lot
llvorce; that there has been born to them l,y
in famIntermarriage two children : Hannah, age I
anywhere. Quaker Oats is sold
The best of •aid
of Plutnbing Goods.
flvo years, ami Erik aged four years.
at 30c for
or
25c
at
ily size packages
she prays that such divorce may ι*
Wherefore
oak woodwork for closets. No old
decreed, ami that she may have the custody of
the packagc containing a piece of fine
and
see this line.
Call
said
minor
her
children.
Jobgoods.
china. The regular size package sells
JOHANNA ERIK80N
No
attended to.
bing
promptly
the
of
Follow the example
at 10c.
for team.
charge
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
Scotch; eat a Quaker Oats breakfast
20th day of March, A. D. 1909.
L. M.
■

every

day.

All grocers sell Quaker Oats.

ALL RHEUMATICS
INVITED TODAY
TO TEST URIC-0 FREE

Longley,

WALTER L. GRAY,
Justice of the Peace.

Maine.

Norway,

NOTICE.

State or Maive.
Oxford, as :
In Vacation <
Judlelal
Court,
Supreme
March 20, A. D. 1909. \
Upon the Fobeooixg Libf.l, ORDERED,
That the Libelant give notice to the *aid Erik

(seat.)

CouxTr

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has beoa duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
MERR1TT PARSONS, late of Buekfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
make payment Immediately.
HANNAH J. SI. PARSON8.
March 16th, 1909.

Tuesday

A 75-Cent Bottle dived Free to All
Who Apply.

still any nufferere from Rheumaor wherever this paper
reaches, that have not yet trieil the wonderful
Rheumatic Remedj, Urlc-O, wc want- them to

lf|thcre

are

tism in thte

try It

now

nt

country

our

cx|>enee.

that there Is not a
world that will not

ca>c

yield

We

firmly believe

of Rheumatism in the
to the wonderful effects

ΡΚΟΚΛΤΚ KUTICK6.
!'ο all iwrsons interested Id either of the KnUt· «
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court. hel<l at Parla, In α I
for the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tuesday of
March, In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and nine.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1· hereby Obdkhkh
That notice thereof be given to all persons li
tcreetc4, by causing a copy of this order to c
three weeks successively In the Oi
published
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at houtn
Paris, In eald County, tnat they mav appear at t
Probate Court to be held at said Va ris on
the third Tuesday of April, A. D. 190», it »
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

of Urlc-O, and we want to prove it to every
doubter beyond all possibility. The best way tu
do this is to give a large bottle of this remedy to
every suffirer and let him test and try It to his

satisfaction. If you suffer from Rheumatism,
no matter what form, just cut this notice out of
the paper and send it, together with your nkme
and address, also the name of your Druggist, to
the 9mlth Drug Co., 220 Smith Bldg, Syracuse,
Ν. Y., and they will send you by return mall an

your'Druggist for a "Sc. bottle free.
We ask as a special request, that you purchare
a 25c. package of Uva-Lax Pills when receiving
the free bottle, as the pills greatly assist Urlc-O.
Use them together and be convinced of their
great merit.
We know from experience that personal roc·
commendation is the most valuable advertising,
and that U the way we Intend to acquaint the
world with Urlc-O. 8end for Urlc-O, nu matter
It is sold by druggists alt over
where you live.
this country at 75c. and $1.00 per bottle, and we
Uric-0 is sold
want you to have a bottle free.
and personally recommended by Γ. A. Shurtleff
order

Λ.

on

You can be sure of the
whitest, lightest and most
wholesome bread at every

baking.

Jennie A. Wadsworth, late of Hiram, deceased ; will and petition for probate thereof |•resented by Nellie M. Blgby, the executrix thorvln
named.

Here is α perfect flour made from rich Ohio
wheat which ha· no superior for nutrition.
The wheat ii stored in tanks hermetically
sealed, and it is cleaned six ,:ιηβ* b<
grinding. Tested every half hour
insure uniform quality, this flour I~
guaranteed to give absolute

Freeland B.

therein

Wesley Mtrr, late of Waterford, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof
by Herbert D. Marr, the executor therein name ).

presented

Warren Severy, late of Dlxfleld, deceased;
petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Alvah A. Waltc, executor.

FIRST MEETING OF CREDITORS.

John W. Bennett, late of Cillead, deceased;
petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Laura J. Bennett, administratrix.
Sumner Session·, late of Woodstock, di
ceased ; petition for license to sell ai>d convoy
real estate presented by A. Mont Chase, admin

To the creditors of ELIAB L. BUCK of Dix-

field, In the county of Oxford and State of
Maine.

Notice Is hereby given that on the 13th day of
March, A. D. 1909, the said ELIAB L. BUCK
duly abdicated Bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of his creditors win be held at the
Probate Court room in Parmlngton, on the 8th
day of April, A. D. 1909, at 12 o'clock, noon, at
which time the said creditors may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the
bankrupt and transact such other business as
may properly come before said meeting.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Beferee In Bankrupcy, Portland, Maine.
March, 1909.

ANSTED Λ BUM COMPANY, MOtn.
SpriaffUU, Okie

For Sale

at

Your Grocer's

Istrator.

John G. Crawford, late of Paris, debase t ;
first and final account presented for allowance
by Joale B. Crawford, executrix.
Charles Π. Muiiy, late of Canton, deee.ve I;

N. D. Bolster & Co.
House

Help

order to distribute balance remain
Ills hands presented by Dennis J. Byther,
administrator.

petition for

Wanted.

lap in

Henry Perkins, late of Oxford, deceased,
petition that H. Alton Perkins or some other
suitable person be appointed as administrator of
the estate of said deceased.

Steady employment,

Frank L. Smith, late of Hebron, descan t;
petition for license to sell and convey real estate
presented by Florence E. Smith, executrix.
Merrltt Parsons, late of Buckdeld, de
ceased ; petition for license to se'l and convey
real estate presented by Hannah J. M. Parsons,

Good pay.
Competent person necessary. Apply at once.

Wadaworth, Howland & Go.
BAY

STATE

Liquid

Paint.

MADE IN NEW ENGLAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENOLAND.
Per Sale by

S. P. MAXIM ft
Seuth Parla.

SON,

SampI· Card· Free.
1TOT1CB.

The subscriber hereby give· notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
will and testament of
JAMES C. STEARNS, late of Lovetl,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. AU persons
having demanda against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the «une for settlement, and all indebted thereto an requested to

payment Immediately.
March îeth, 1909. M1LDB1D D. 8TBA&N8.

named.

Annie B. Wilson, late of Paris, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof preterite 1
by Walter L. Gray, the executor therein named.

satisfaction.

the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

was

Ilsmon, lute of Sumner, le

WIMd; will and petition for probata tl
presented by Harriett D. Damon, the executrix

Company.

In

of

Erlkson, Llliet'ee. to appear liefore the Jurtlr··
of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at
Rumfortl, within and for the Count? of Oxford,
of May, A. D. 1909, by
on the second
publishing an attested coiiy of said dbel, and tlit»
order thereon, three weeks successively In tl>"
Ox font Democrat, a newspaper printed In Pari·,
in our County of Oxford, the last publication to
be 30 days at least prior to said second Tuesday
of May, 1900, that he may there and then la
our said Court appear and show cause, If any
he have, why the prayer of «aid Libelant should
not be granted.
GEO. E. I'd HP.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the libel and order of court
thereon.
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Walter L. Gray, Atty. for Llbt.

C.

executrix.

ffarold 91. Spanldlnf et ala, of Sumner,
minor heirs of Moses K. Spsuldlng, late of Suml
ner, deceased ; petition for license to sell sn
convey real estate presented by Lllla M. Taylor,
otherwise Lllla M. Hpautdlng, guardian.

Leavitt,

»otf|

llall DU'rtct School House
ior Sale.

A hole.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

on the Blood and
will positively cur<
Nerves,
Rheumatism, however severe.

acts

Crayon, Water color,

in

NORWAY, MAINE,

Norway.

Nut· to Craek.
Which is th» only way that a leopard can change his spots? By going
from oue spot to another.
Wftat is that which the more you
take away from It the larger It groin?

Mouldings fcj,

&

icesinOxfordGoontv.

Wm.

"Monday's mother'· blrthd&jr.
Promise not to tell.
Won't the be de-llght-edT
She slufll have my ahelH"

«ale at principal

amused
resents
that her maiden name wa· Jobaor.a
that the wa· lawfully married to s*M
oatmeal is the best food in the world.
The greatest eystem Tonic in the Immonen;
Erik Erlkson at eald Pari·, on the thirtieth lay
of December, A. D. 1902: that they lived to
Our scientific men have been making world.
getlier aa husband and wife at said Pari· ar.l
that AmeriBerlin, N. H., from the time of aald Int·r
experiments which prove
and
cured
are
and grease
Sick kidneys
by | marriage until Home time In August, A. 1).1»·:1 r
positively
cans cat too much fat
that your libelant baa alwaya conducted
Bloodine.
toward· her tald husband a· a faithful, true a: I
not enough cereals.
affectionate wife; that tome time In August, A
The Scotchmen say: "Look at our
D. 1909, the said Erik Erlkson deserted your
FREE—To prove the wonderful mérite of
libelant without cause and went to parti· unnation as proof. The sturdiest nation
Bloodine we will mall a Urge sample bottle
known to her, tlnce which time the ha· nev.-r
Ueen nor heard from him or received from bUu
to anyone sending 10 cent) In silver or
on earth." Still we have one good point
any support; that hi· residence Is unknown to
The Bloodtue
than
ior
Address,
oatmeal
stamps
postage.
better
make
Wc
make.
libelant ami cannot be ascertained ν

I gave him two
an awful condition.
doses of Foley's Orino Laxative and the
next morning the fever was gone and he
was entirely well.
Foley's Orino Laxative saved his life." A. Wolknsh, Casimer, Wis. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Such a big un, Bobby!
Found It on the beach
Covered up with aeaweed,
Nearly out of reach.

on

week

OF OXFORD, SS.:
ine helped her when she was all run To the honorable Justice of the Supreme Ju iclal Court next to be holden at Rutnford, » 1
Long ago the Scotch learned this. down. Bloodine is a budy builder andif In and for the County of Oxford, on the ee. 1
and
of
wonderful
tonic
merit,
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1909.
be eystem
The sturdy old Scotchman must
Johanna Erlkson of Parle, In tald Oxforl
you have not tried it, you should to-day.
County, wife of Erik Erlkson, respectfullv rcj>
at the recent "discoveries" that

"My three year old boy was badly
constipated, had a high fever and was in

"Your wife is somewhat strong minded, isn't she?"
Strong minded! A furniture-polish
peddler came here yesterday, and in five
minutes she sold him some polish she
made herself.

or

Returning

lieves

Jeweler and Graduate

Dlngley"

Leave Union Wharf, Boston,
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.

intestinal antlseptic known.' Re-

Ë
Ê
I
I

"Governor

Fuller" leave Franklin
Wharf, Portland, week day· only at
7 p. m., for Boston.
B.

"Ransom

and old—in

reeding to storm a fort garrisoned by
cats having no arms, but veeth and
daws, whereas the rate have battle-

bility."

Bloodine Ointment cures Piles, Eczema, Salt Rheum, Old Sores, Fever
box.
Itch and all Skin Irritation, 50o. a
The boxes are stained and finished Sores,
mailed by The Bloodine Co., Ino.,
like woodwork in the rooms, and look box,
Mass.
well besides being the most convenient Boston,
kind of wardrobes. They are fitted with
Medical Student—What did you opersmall glass slides or casters, and are
ate on that man for?
easy to pull out and push baok again.
Eminent Surgeon—Two hundred dollars.
FRAME ON WHICH TO COOL CAKE.
Medical Student—I mean what did he
A handy thing to have in the kitchen
is a frame upon which to cool cake. havl?
Eminent Surgeon—Two hundred dolThe frame can be made as large as the
Stretohed lars.
maker chooses to have it.
across and fitted tightly to it there
Foley's Honey and Tar cures ooughs
should be wire netting, and at each
the lungs and excorner a small support should be placed, quickly, strengthens
to raise the frame a oouple of inches1 pels oolds. Get the genuine in » yellow
I package. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
from the table.

remedy

In a tree, and a hawk has climbed into
ihe tree and is trying to dislodge him.
Another picture shows a pharaoh In
the shape of u rat drawn in a carriage
by prancing greyhounds. He Is pro-

axes, shields and bows and arrows.—
Rt. Louis Republic.

ran CUM VABE φΙ.ΟΟ.

Greatest family

generally supposed.

One of the

Portland Division.

ELIXIR

The fables of Aesop prove that the
ancients were not without a liking for
fun, and the remains of ancient art
tell the same story. Examples of artistic humor are more common than is

terly unfitted to with
wolves is playing a double pipe.
mingle or even
There is in Turin a papyrus roll that
to live side by
a whole series of such comical
ilde In friend- displaya
In the first place, a lion, a
scenes.
ship. The fault
crocodile and an ape are giving a vofor the most
Next
cal and Instrumental concert
part rested with
cornea an ass dressed, armed and seepthe newcomers.
With majestic
tered like a pharaoh.
They cheated the
swagger he receives the gifts presentIndian, bullied
ed to him by α cat of high degree, to
and In a dozen
which α bull acts as proud conductor.
ways maltreated
A Hon and α gazelle ere playing at
him, until sudα hippopotamus is perched
he awoke draughts,

sistance. My urine contained a thick
John Mason und John
white sediment and I passed same fre- Led by Captains
and accompauled by numUnderbill
commenced
I
and
quently day
night.
taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the bers of Mohican and Nnrragansett
and Anally ceased allies, they marched secretly against
abated
pain gradually
and my urine became normal. I cheer- the principal Pequot fort, at Oroton,
Kidney Conn. The expedition numbered about
fully recommend Foley's
Remedy." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
50υ. The Pequot
fort was a huge
"How absurd!"
in closure, sur"What's absurd?"
to bave rounded by a
"Five years are supposed
elapsed since tbe last act, and tbat man twelve foot woodis wearing the same overcoat!"
en
palisade. InHe's side which were
"Notbin' absurd about that!
ain't
a
married man,
takin' the· part of
thatch

in an earthen vessel overnight. In the
morning turn into a porcelan-lined preserving kettle and bring slowly to the
until the orange and
boil. Simmer
then add six
lemon peel is tender,
pounds of granulated sugar, and boil uuknown cough remedy when Foley's
until the peel looks clear and the marHoney and Tar costs them no more? It
malade is like thin jelly. To be sure is a safe
remedy, contains no harmful
that the right point is reached put a teaand cures the most obstinate
drugs,
spoonful of the marmalade on a cold coughs and colds. Why experiment with
plate, and if, when cool, it is of the de- your health? Insist upon having the
sired consistency remove the marmalade
genuine Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A.
from the stove and put into glasses; Shurtleff & Co.

Egyptian·.

HEN the finit §etr
tiers landed .In
America they
were for the
most part kindly
received by the
museum a flock
Indians. But the papyrus in the British
a cat
the of geese are being driven by
white and
of goats by two wolves
red race were ut- and a herd

1637,
kidney
was suddenly stricken with a severe pain
heavy losses on both sides.
in my kidneye and was confined to bed
Finally a body of troops was raised
eight days unable to get up without as- from Massachusetts and Connecticut.

he?"

Quaint Art and Humer af tha Anafant

A drawing on a tHa in the New York
museum represents a cat dressed as an
Egyptian woman of fashion. She la

Enta stmsMi Cwi).

TRUE'S

EARLY CARICATURES.

seated languidly on a chair, sipping
wine out of a small bowl and being
fanned and offered dainties by an abject looking tomcat with his tall between his legs.
ihe cat figures largely In the ancient
In a
comic groups of animal life.

cocaine, mercury, nor other harmful in·
gradient. The worst cases yield to
Wash and slice very thin twenty good- treatment in a short time. All drugsized oranges, rejecting all the seeds. gists, 50c., or mailed by Ely Bros., 50
Prepare three small lemons in the same Warren Street, New York."*
way. In slicing the fruit be sure to re"Yes, sir, I once lost over 180,000 in
serve all the juice that flows from it, and
less than two weeks."
add to it enough water to make three
"Whew! That was going some. How
quarts. Put fruit, juice, and cold water
it?"
ORANOR MARMALADR.

and the more closely it is paoked the
Her Husband—If a man steals, no better the beat is preserved.
matter what it is, he will live to regret
WARDROBES UNDER THE BED.
it. Hie Wife—During our courtship yotl
used to steal kisses from me. Her HusIn a small bouse where there are no
or other places
closets
band—Well, you heard what I said.
enough to
put away things, my husband has made
Hawk! Hawk! Hawk! your life away two boxes to fit exactly under the iron
if yon prefer to rather than curing that beds; each box has two handles like a
terrible case of Catarrh
by taking bureau drawer; and the effect is that of
Bloodine, which will cure you. Large two drawers under the side of the beds.
bottles 50c., samples mailed for 10c. Tbe The top of the box is in three sections,
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
the back section being stationary, the
other two having hinges; the boxes can
Husband—(entering house with bag of be pulled out one-third of the way and
chestnuts)—I brought home some more the first section of the top opened, or it
chestnuts, dear.
can be pulled out two-thirds of the way,
Wife (wearily, without glancing up)— and the front seotion of the
top folded
I'm listening.
back on the other section, which is
opened, giving access to the back of the
will cure

Foley's Kidney Remedy
any
case of kidney or bladder trouble that is
not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures
Paroid Roofing—The best of all roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't I backache and
irregularities that if negtry imitations.
lected might result in Bright's disease or
diabetes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts. |
"It's called a 'Loving Cup,' you say?
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges» Ac.
My! what^a big onp it is. What's it
Wheelbarrow·—We

ICE

cup of al monde and brown
in two tablespoonfuls of sugar

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Maine.

Parle,

DB0P-CAKE8.

Make a very rich pie crust and line a
good-sized square biscuit-tin, letting it
come well up on the edge; bake this;
when cool line it with canned apricots
which have been first drained of their
juice and put into a rich, thick sugarand-water syrup and cooked gently down
till this ie perfectly thick; the fruit
must not be broken by rapid cooking,
but merely simmered till the syrnp is
thick; put the fruit in the crust, arranging it in overlapping circles; add the
syrup to barely cover and bake till set.
Cool and serve with or without cream.
Blanched almonds may be laid over the
top of the fruit before it is put into the
oven, if desired.

Chop tine

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost a*
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery CarrieJ
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Each picture spells the name of oue
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
vf the presidents of the United States.
not
have
and
If you live in the village or on a farm
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
Key to the Puzzler.
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
No. 424.—Double Beheadings: 1. BlThe regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $ 1.50 per year, butyou can secure it with fect. 2. Ch-allee. S. Ad-verb. 4. Pl-over.
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat, G. Ho-nest. β. Br-aud. 7. Sc-ream. 8.
Pr-owl. 9. Re-lease. 10. Le-nsli. Initials of remaining words spell Savona-

pulled
anohors sliding from
the tumult, as every-

weight
The great

Tke Wars of
Our Country

crossed Narragansett bay and. had
under.
landed at a spot which. In gratitude
to
added
the
bow
Take two cups of cold cooked hominy,
for his escape, he named Providence.
one tablespoonful of cold water, two thing not frozen solid to the deek crashreceivcd him corwell-beaten eggs, a pinch of salt, and a ed into the house and galley—for a sec- The Narragansetts
the over- dlally and save bin. a tractof land.
teaspoonful of baking-powder, sifted into ond, a flash of flame shot fromsave
a few Here he founded a colony where all
enough flour to make a smooth batter. turned stoves—then nothing
the those
persecuted for religions sake
Drop by spoonfuls on a buttered tin and seal pelts and broken oars lay on floe
*Ubake quickly. These may be baked on a surface of the troubled hole in the
should be secure from harm.
where the Grand Lake had disappeared."
biecuit tin turned upside down.
Hams succeeded in Influencing
sides
take
to
not
SPICED GINGEBBBKAD PUDDING.
A RELIGIOUS AUT1I )R'S STATE- Narragansetts
men In the Pequot
the
white
against
and
before
soft
Make any
MENT.
gingerbread
war.
baking add cinnamon and cloves to
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury,
taste and half a cup of stoned raisins; N.
As It was, the Pequots continued
who is the author of several books,
C.,
bake, and serve hot with foamy sauce as writes: "For several years I was afflict- their raids nil through the early spring
a pudding.
ed with
trouble and last winter I of
and the war dragged on with
HOMINY

FBENCH APBICOT TABT.

No. 435.—President Puzzle.

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

All in

PUBEE.

dropped

on a

11
iflfc
Ifta Û.
v^.TjOunnW

BANANA

WITH

teaspoonful

Will be at his Norway office over C.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,
lOA. Χ.

CEREAL

Hia experience waa uniquely perilon·.
The ship vai crashed like an egg In the
ioe.
"On the bridge were the captain and
watch anxiously awaiting the chance to
head the ship ont of the moving ice into
the stationary paok of whioh the big
sheet waa ptfrt. The bowline lay on the

Cook smooth and soft any fine cereal,
auch a* cream of wheat. Chop qaiokly
four or more bananas, sweeten to taste,
the
of lemon jnice, and barricade, ready for hearing when
add a
ahonld be ordered on the floe to
put through a sieve. Pass with the crew the
haul
ship's head aronnd. Aloft, the
cereal, with or withont cream.
apyman aearohed the gloom for aigna of
QUICK COFFEE CAKE.'
a loll in the confnaed and tremendous
One tableapoonfnl of batter, one cup waa te.
"Then there came a terrific crnab.
of sngar, one egg, one onp of milk, one
and a half cnps of flour, one heaping The veasel caught in the trench between
teaspoonful of baking powder, juioe and the raftering abeets, waa powerleaa to
See if you can read the sentence the grated rind of a lemon. Mix thoroughly escape. The smash of breaking timaa a great
children have written on their slatee.— and spread the dougb in a shallow greas- bers roae above the gale,
ed tin, sprinkle with chopped nuts, cinna- corner of ice craahed the vessel's side
New York Herald.
The captain and watch
mon and sugar, and dot with butter. amidships.
Bake till brown and crisp; cut inequares rushed to the engine-room; it was filled
No. 430.—EMiflma.
with steam, the inflowing water having
and serve very hot
Hia father often called him ao
already reached the fires. A glance
POTATOES AU θ BATI Ν.
And gave him one to make him hurry,
showed that nothing could stop the InYet owned he waa sure aa slow
Dice four oold boiled potatoes and mix rush of water. The firemen were reAnd worked, although he would not
with
season
thick
oream;
withaoupof
treating; the first of them, like a creature
worry.
salt and pepper, and let it stand on the from another
world, coal-begrimed,
stove where it will be merely warm till undershirt-clad, reached the ice-sheathed
He used Its berries, darkly red.
the potatoes have absorbed most of the deck,
For Ink in writing schoolboy letters.
path. Above
spreading panio In his
It was a shame, he hotly said,
cream ; then scatter sifted crumbs over the
of questions and shouts that
hailing
In
To burden cattle with such fetters.
the top, dot with butter, and brown
came the
no man coula understand,
the oven.
voice of the skipper—be knew the situaHis sweetheart wore one made of straw.
tion as no other man.
He thought she looked an angel in it.
LEMON SPONGE.
"
'Men!' he shouted, 'the ship '11 go—
The mighty mass of wool he saw
Soak half a package of gelatine in a
And aeked, "How will they ever spin
your clothes—save the grub Γ
pack
steam.
over
dissolve
and
little cold watèr
ttr
"Then it was confusion everywhere;
Add the grated rind and juice of half a
the crew poured up the natchway, haulHe found It useful to contain
lemon and sweeten to taste; it requires
clothes boxes and bags, crowding
Small objects, whether round or flat.
Stir till cool but ing
a good deal of sugar.
over the aide, colliding in mid-air, aa
But tricksters tried him all In vain.
not stiff, and fold into the stiff whites of
He would not buy a pig in that.
half tumbled ana half slid down
four eggs; pour into a wet mould and set they
the ropes, then back for food. LaboServe with cold boiled custard
on ice.
the
pork-barrels were haulNo. 431.—Word Building.
or whipped cream.
Orange juice or that riously handheavy
from the after-bold, where
"One brick upon another and the highest of any fruit may be substituted for the ed by
Others fought tbeir
men bravely toiled.
wall Is laid."
lemon, using a little more of it.
One letter, then another, and the longest
way aloft, where the sails were stowed.
FEATHEB WAFFLES.
word Is made.
The canvas dut loose, bellying out in the
Take first a single consonant, and then a
to the
Four oups of milk, three eggs, beaten force of the gale, was
vowel add,
the yolks and milk to- deck. Punts were slipped from the
And you will find, to your surprise, you've separately; put
a
ice
with
some hitting the
gether, add a pinch of salt, one and a davits;were
got your dear old dad.
stove in. Throughout it all
Another letter gives him a loving little half tablespoonfule of melted butter, crash,
and flour enough to make a batter a little the captain shouting:
tap;
"
'Haul them punts and grub farther
Another, and you find the place that's un- softer than for pancakes; put in the stiff
derneath his cap.
and last stir in two teaepoonfule off! Farther yet! Farther!'
whites,
One more, a plate or shallow dish; the of
"The water rapidly rieing drove the
baking-powder.
next Is evident.
men from the lower bold; tbey retreated
'Tis thus our words are all built up from
BAKED HADDIE.
to the deck. Then the inflow, level with
Washington to Ghent.
Lay a haddie in a roasting pan and put the ocean, ceased; the ice for a time
ten
it into a very hot oven for
minutes; held the ship in its grip. Second by secNo. 432.—Fourteen Hidden Trees.
In that
remove it, and the skin will easily peel ond passed, bringing no change.
Lucy pressed forward. "Did you buy off; put it back after this and rub it all brief interval each man suddenly thought
that veil In Denmark?" she asked, over with butter; bake fifteen minutes to save the thing be most desired. A
a white sauce with wild rush,wae made to wheel-house, to
with cool archuess. "Don't let it get more, and serve with
hard boiled egg or parsley in cabin, to the ship's store-room—every
soaked with salt water. If we were chopped
it.
man for himself—a ecu Ole to get the
nearer the helm Instead of being rashthing most coveted and escape to the ice.
obaxge pie.
face
wo
could
the
in
seated
bow,
ly
With one, it was a rifle from the ship's
then
and
an
of
rethe
rind
not
Orate
waves
and
the
orange
jrreat
daringly
armory to replace the antiquated muzis
fruit
if
the
the
out
juice;
zle-loader at home. With another, the
pine." "Give me that map, please," squeeze
of a second one.
compass or the barometer. With
Emma pleaded.
"Hee. choose what- small, add the juice
Beat the yolk of an egg, add a cup of
he after-galley cook it was the cabin
Owen says he saw the
ever you will.
water with two teaepoonfule of corn dishes. In the cabin a crowd surged to
Sachem locked firmly In the boat starch stirred into
it, .the juice and rind, the medicine-chest, scrambling for linihouse."
butter the size of a hickory nut, and ments and
pills, smashing anything that
cook till it thickens. Bake a light pie was an obstacle in tbeir way. Such was
and
433.—Riddles.
No.
crust in a tin, put in the mixture,
the scene when the cry arose on deck, reV.
bake till that is firm; then beat the white
peated by fifty men and echoing througha
on
for
Though I have neither legs nor feet,
and
with
of the egg
put
sugar
out the vessel, 'Tis.time to take to the
I stand before you quite complete.
meringue and brown.
ice!' Then a great rush to be clear of
I'm rover known to speak a word.
the doomed ship as the mass of men,
But very often I am heard
BBEAI) AND COCOANUT PUDDING.
some empty banded, others laden, deTo tell the thing you wish to know.
Mix a cup of soft, fresh bread crumbs
tbeir spoil from the unsuccessThough I remain, I'm sure to go.
with two cups of hot milk, add a heap- rending
on to tbe.ice.
ful,
plunged
stir
well
of
II.
butter;
ing tablespoonful
"The ship was sinking fast. It was
Beat the
Far away, far away. In the desert I and set aside to grow cold.
but a short leap for the last man from
stand.
yolks of two eggs with a half-cup of her deck to the loosening ice. The men
And yet I am near you—right under your
lemon
of
a
and
juice,
teaspoonful
sugar
stood on the floe, looking the ship over
hand.
with a little grated rind, half a teaspoonBut you never will win me unless you
from the bow, lifted high, to the stern
half a cup of grated cocoaful
of
vanilla,
excel
below water.
Bake in a pud- now
"
Nor bear me away without earning me nut, and the crumbs.
Ά pity to lose the vessel,' they said.
well.
ding-dish in a moderate oven till it is of 'Wonderful
hard to lose the trip o' fat.'
the consistency of custard; spread with
"Then came the final plunge: the
No. 434.—Buried Cities.
jam and a meringue if you choose, or
mainmast, reaching over the floe, broke
let me hope, kind friends, for your serve as it is, hot or cold.
it
of the vessel
as the

OOUllSt,

Wool Carpets
to close out O'ld

·

Dr. Austin

—

Recipes.

cures.

Your father and grandfather used this trusty old
remedy and it kept them well. Use it yourself and give
it to the children. Gives quick relief for constipation.

A LOW PRICE

How the Ship Went Down.
Id Harper1· for April, George Harding,
the author, write· dramatically of the
Oorreapondenoe on toploa of Interest to the ladle*
the ship on whloh he sailed
laaofldted. Addrew: tdltor Hombmajoos' ■inking of
Coldilm, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Part*, Me. with the Newfoundland aealing fleet.

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

Under authority of a vote of the town of Pari*
taken at Its annual meeting on March drat, 1903,
the Superintending School Committee hereby
offer for Sale the Hall District School House, socalleil, situated near Hall pond In Mid town.

Sealed bids will be received by thla Committee
until April first at noon. The right Is reserved
to reject any or all bids
CLA KENCE 0. MORTON,
CHARLES R. HOWARD,
QEORGE M. ATWOOD,
10-13
Sup. 8. S. Com. of Parts.

Bhoda 8. Tate·, late of Paris, deceased,
second account presented for allowance by
dames 3. Wright, executor.

Thomas Jordan, late of Albany, deceased;
petition for the appblntment of Austin HuWhln
trustee of estate left under the will of saM

son as

deceased for the benefit of Albert O. .Jordan

Charlea F. Smith, late of Oxford, deceased;
first account presented for allowance by lohn
B. Ordway, executor.

|

j

ADDISON B. HBBBICK, Judge of aald Court.
copy—Attest :
ALBBBT D. PABB, Keglster

A true

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed executrix of the
last will and testament of
JACOB P. CUKTIS, late of Greenwood.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. AII per*)"·
dehaving demands against the estate of said
ceased an desired to present the same for settleare
thereto
requested to
ment, and all Indebted
DU YOU «TANT TO GO TO COLLEGE?
If make
payment Immediately.
so we can
help you. We have alreadv put hunTUELLO.
1S09.
GENEVBA
March
16th,
dreds through college by means of our plan.
Write to-day for full Information regarding our
NOTICE.
offer of a free scholarship In any school or col·
The subscriber hereby gives notice thst be has
lege. Address, Robert J. Sherlock, 29-31 Eaat
been duly appointed administrator of the estate
Κα Street, New York City.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Ctauue* and braotUtes tb· hate;
Fromotts Β laiuti.nl growth.
Wrrer Palls to Bsstor· Orayl

iMa-çag-·!

BERTHA L. PACKARD, late of Hebron.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, end given
bonds aa the law directs. All person* hsvlog
demanda against the estate of said deceased sre
desired to
same for settlement, am

preeent the
All Indebted thereto are requested to make p»7
W. HAN8COM.
G BO RGB C. WING, AgetA

